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In this issue

Behind the Lines

SIGNAL encourages letters 
to the editor. Submit them 
to signalnews@afcea.org

Robert K. Ackerman 
Senior Director, SIGNAL Media 
Editor in Chief

“We’re looking for a 
comprehensive description 
of the impact to society of 
space weather coupling 

to the power grid.”
—Steve Morley, scientist, Intelligence 

and Space Research (ISR) 1, Space 
Science and Applications, Los Alamos 

National Laboratory  page 16

“We’re looking for the 
best shooter and the best 

effects for any target.”
—Ketula Patel, FIRESTORM 

program manager and Intelligence 
Systems branch chief with the 
U.S. Army Combat Capabilities 

Development Command Armament 
Center, Picatinny Arsenal  page 19

In this issue

Bringing the Future Closer

When Albert Einstein was named Person of the 
Century by Time Magazine a little more than 
two decades ago, it also represented the corona-

tion of the 20th century as the technology century. Now, 
20 years into the 21st century, the effect of technology 
on society has, if anything, increased and continues to 
grow. More than ever, research and development (R&D) 
is accelerating society’s embrace of the future.

Yet, the benefits of R&D cannot be taken for granted. 
Both government and industry are major players, 
and neither can default to the other for the necessary 
advances to ensure economic growth and national secu-
rity. The commercial sector must continue full speed 
ahead to develop new technologies and capabilities that 
will fuel economic development. And, more than ever, 
these capabilities may turn out to be the heart of the 
post-pandemic economy that is still emerging.

Government’s role cannot be overstated. Many 
national security missions for the military and the intel-
ligence community require customized technologies 
that cannot emerge directly from the commercial sector. 
These capabilities are all the more important as peer 
rivals commit to advanced R&D in their race to gain 
technology supremacy over the United States.

The newest technology century is upon us. Perhaps, 
in 80 years, the next person of the century will be an 
artificial intelligence creation. We shall see.

In addition to covering R&D, this month’s SIGNAL 
includes the three top finishers in The Cyber Edge 2021 
writing contest. The article on page 26 by George Gal-
dorisi and Sam Tangredi was the grand prize winner. 
All three articles are excellent representations of the 
thoughtfulness of members of the AFCEA community.

SEAGOING 
CYBER

PAGE 22

“Every adversary is going 
to go for the lowest cost 
mechanism, the lowest 

cost of entry. If we cannot 
make their job hard, then 

we have not done our job.”
—Rear Adm. Susan BryerJoyner, 

USN, director of Enterprise Networks 
and Cyber Security Division, 

Office of the Chief of 
Naval Operations  page 22
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SIGNAL Today

SIGNAL OnlineReader Comments

Join us at SIGNAL online, Twitter and Facebook 
to participate in SIGNAL Today conversations.

Exclusive online content is posted throughout 
the month. Here are selected recent items.
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For links to content on this page, visit news.afcea.org/STJuly21.

“I currently work in a school where I provide remote support for 
parents, families and teachers during the pandemic. The students ... 
don’t understand the serious consequences of revealing too much 
information online. ... The parents themselves are overly willing to 
provide their personal information. ... Even the teachers don’t fully 
understand the importance of securing personal information. I have 
had many a teacher send me students’ usernames and passwords. If 
there is an issue with the student’s account, I’ll reach out to the person 
in charge of managing usernames and passwords and have them access 
the account. If a parent needs help with a password, I’ll redirect them 
to someone who has the ability to authenticate the parent’s identity. 
I plan on giving a cybersecurity presentation to teachers within the 
coming weeks. I’m hoping to shed some light on the seriousness of 
cybersecurity. Perhaps I could start a cybersecurity initiative at the 
school where I work.”—Anonymous in response to “Shall the Children Lead 
in Cyberspace?” The Cyber Edge, May 19.

“The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency, or CISA, [is] 
the country’s lead bureaucratic organization for ensuring government 
organizations and basic foundation against network protection 
dangers. The leader’s request likewise adds to CISA’s duties, having the 
organization foster security standards for government cloud specialist 
co-ops and making a bureaucratic cloud security procedure.”—Dataspace 
Security in response to “CISA: Do Not Pay Ransomware,” The Cyber Edge, May 13.

Atlantic Council Releases Report 
on the Geopolitical Impacts 
of Emerging Technologies
The United States must take action now 
if it wants “a freer, more secure and 
more prosperous world” in a decade.

IRS Jumps on the 
Innovation Bandwagon
The IRS is reaching out to contractors to 
help it modernize its acquisition process.

Amid Budget Cuts, the Army 
Protects Future Capabilities
The service will continue to pursue its 
modernization efforts and will provide 
a pay raise to its warfighters.

Flags In
Coast Guardsmen 
place American flags 
at headstones in 
Arlington National 
Cemetery, Arlington, 
Virginia, in May. 
The tradition, known 
as “Flags In,” is held 
annually prior to 
Memorial Day to 
honor the nation’s 
fallen veterans.
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Disruptive By Design

Disruptive by Design explores innovation and ideas with the potential to expand capabilities and 
revolutionize products, services and behaviors. For more information, visit url.afcea.org/YoungAFCEAN.

GAMECHANGER: There’s a new game in town!

H ave you heard of GAMECHANGER? It is 
not a game but a tool everyone associated 
with the U.S. Defense Department will 
likely find helpful. And the intriguing 

name matches the tool!
GAMECHANGER is built on the Advana 

platform. Advana gets its name from the phrase 
“advanced analytics.” It is a massive underly-
ing analytics tool that’s heavy in data, recur-
ring feeds, data visualization options, etc. 
GAMECHANGER recently became avail-
able on the Non-classified Internet Protocol 
Router Network, more commonly known as 
the NIPRNET. It is accessible with Common 
Access Card (CAC) only. That means no other account, 
such as an Advana account, is required. Further, it’s my 
pleasure to share that there is no wait, no approvals and no 
extra steps required! Don’t believe me? Try it today: https://
gamechanger.advana.data.mil.

A few months ago, I started to see the publicity for 
GAMECHANGER. All reviews I’ve seen to date are posi-
tive—very positive. Most of what I offer below comes from 
the GAMECHANGER email blasts and website and a series 
of demos conducted over the past few months.

D e f e n s e  D e p a r t m e n t  d o c u m e n t s  d e s c r i b e 
GAMECHANGER as the department’s trusted solution 
for evidence-based, data-driven decision making across 
the universe of requirements. The GAMECHANGER plat-
form is an authoritative collection of requirements that are 
identified and ingested by natural language processing and 
artificial intelligence-enabled technologies to ensure every 
document is up to date every time a CAC holder visits. 

Users can conduct simple or complex queries to search 
the corpus of documents. Visitors also can use provided 
analytical tools to discover interdependencies, connec-
tion points, redundancies and/or inconsistencies between 
requirements, the documentation explains. As if that 
weren’t enough, GAMECHANGER includes abilities to: 
automate identification of policy and revisions, meaning-
fully connect strategy and requirements, mitigate conflict-
ing policy and create exponentially better policy. 

There isn’t space here to tout all the benefits, but be sure 
to check out the GAMECHANGER site, office hours, live 
demos, slick sheets and latest documentation available to 
gain a hands-on idea of the tool. While extraordinarily use-
ful, the system is as fun as any game for nerds (I prefer the 
term “education advocate”) like myself!

Friendly warning and invite: GAMECHANGER is an 
evolving platform under constant improvement. Each visit 
may result in finding changes to features and capabilities 
based on user feedback—so don’t be shy!

I know you’re eager to try GAMECHANGER, so I’ll 
briefly describe my own thoughts and experience. The 
GAMECHANGER vision statement is to fundamentally 
change the way in which the Defense Department navigates 
its universe of requirements and makes decisions. It’s a bold 
statement but also true because it’s dandy for legal, financial 
management, medical personnel, logistics, engineering and 
many other career fields. 

I’ve explored and tinkered with the tool to test it, and it’s 
been a tremendous time saver—super fast! The machine 
learning part acts much like a Google search. Even if my 
search term or phrase isn’t exactly right, the tool gives me 
an educated assist and suggested search ideas. 

Additionally, the page shows the trending searches for 
those interested in staying ahead of what’s coming down 
the pike, working on the same topic as others, or knowing 
what’s popular. Last I heard, more than 10,000 documents 
were housed in the tool, and the count is growing. No more 
worrying if I have the latest version of an instruction, direc-
tive, policy or regulation—I am now relieved of that anxiety. 

Search results seem flat or limited? Then move from the 
“card view” to the “graph view” or “document explorer” to 
discover nodes, edges and options related to a search or to 
search within the selected document. Yes, you can search 
a specific document without even opening it. The user 
dashboard allows for three types of favorites to reduce the 
rehash of search work you frequently do. 

OK, OK ... I’ll stop here so you can go and change up 
your search game with GAMECHANGER, too.

BY JENNIFER A. MILLER
Jennifer Miller is a financial manager for 
the Defense Health Agency. She is a certified 
government financial manager, a certified 
defense financial manager with acquisition 
specialty and a member of the American Society 
of Military Comptroller’s Washington Chapter.

Opinions, conclusions, and recommendations expressed or implied within are 
solely those of the author. They do not necessarily represent the views of the United 
States Army, the Department of Defense or any other U.S. government agency.
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NewsNet

NIST Team Directs 
and Measures 
Quantum Drum Duet
Researchers at the National Institute of 
Standards and Technology (NIST) have 
“entangled” two small mechanical drums 
and precisely measured their linked 
quantum properties. Similar entangled 
pairs may someday perform computations 
and transmit data in large-scale quantum 
networks. Highly entangled, massive 
quantum systems ultimately might serve 
as long-lived nodes of quantum networks. 
What’s new, NIST says, is not so much the 
duet itself but the researchers’ ability to 
measure the drumbeats, rising and falling 
by just one-quadrillionth of a meter, 
and verify their fragile entanglement by 
detecting subtle statistical relationships 
between their motions.
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U.S. Navy and Marines 
Pursue Innovative 
Training Models
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The U.S. Navy and Marine Corps are harnessing virtual 
platforms and advanced methods to teach cyber and 
communications skills. In some cases, the services 
are looking to a “blended model” of instruction from 
both industry and military cyber experts that produce 
multitudes of trained personnel for a single investment. 
Additionally, to create a powerful cyber force, technical 
training needs to be as realistic as possible, with 
high-fidelity cyber training ranges that can meet high 
standards for mission rehearsals and training on a daily 
basis, and can be accessed anywhere in the world. For 
companies developing associated training, the services 
are asking industry to create a learning experience more 
aligned with the goals of delivering almost entirely 
virtualized cloud-based cyber training solutions.

The U.S. Army already is fielding its Common Infrared Countermea-
sures system to some units and will deliver the system simultane-
ously to all types of aircraft. The system commonly known as CIRCM 
is a next-generation lightweight, laser-based, open architecture, 
infrared countermeasure system. It will interface with the Army’s 
Common Missile Warning System, Limited Interim Missile Warning 
System and any future missile warning systems to defeat current 
and emerging missile threats to rotary-wing, tilt-rotor and small 
fixed-wing aircraft across the Defense Department. The CIRCM sys-
tem protects against shoulder-fired and vehicle-launched anti-air-
craft missiles that home in on the heat signature of an aircraft. The 
system gives aircraft a defense capability they have not had before.

All Army Aircraft Types Simultaneously Receive CIRCM
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Career Progressions

Military
Capt. Maria L. Aguayo, USN, has 
been selected for promotion to 
rear admiral and will be assigned 
as commander, Naval Facilities 
Engineering Systems Command 
Atlantic, with additional duties as fleet 
civil engineer (N01CE), U.S. Fleet 
Forces Command, Norfolk, Virginia.  

Rear Adm. Heidi K. Berg, USN, 
will be assigned as director, plans 
and policy, J-5, U.S. Cyber 
Command, Fort Meade, Maryland.  

Rear Adm. William D. Byrne Jr., USN, 
will be assigned as director, warfare 
development, N72, Office of the Chief 
of Naval Operations, Washington, D.C.  

Rear Adm. Craig C. Clapperton, 
USN, will be assigned as commander, 
Combined Joint Task Force, Cyber, U.S. 
Tenth Fleet, Fort Meade, Maryland.  

Rear Adm. Ronald C. Copley, USN, 
will be assigned as director, National 
Maritime Intelligence Integration 
Office, and commander, Office of 
Naval Intelligence, Washington, D.C. 

Capt. Erik J. Eslich, USN, has been 
selected for promotion to rear admiral 
and will be assigned as deputy com-
mander, Seventh Fleet, Yokosuka, Japan.

Vice Adm. Linda L. 
Fagan, USCG, has 
been nominated for 
assignment as vice 
commandant of the 
U.S. Coast Guard.

Capt. Joseph B. Hornbuckle, USN, 
has been selected for promotion to 
rear admiral and will be assigned as 
commander, Fleet Readiness Centers, 
Naval Air Systems Command, Patuxent 
River, Maryland. 

Rear Adm. William J. Houston, USN, 
has been nominated for appointment 
to the grade of vice admiral and 
assignment as commander, Naval 

Submarine Forces, and commander, 
Submarine Force, U.S. Atlantic Fleet, 
and commander, Allied Submarine 
Command, Norfolk, Virginia. 

Capt. Christopher A. Kijek, USN, 
has been selected for promotion to 
rear admiral and will be assigned 
as director, operations and plans, 
N3, Office of the Chief of Naval 
Operations, Washington, D.C. 

Capt. Stephen G. Mack, USN, selected 
for promotion to rear admiral will 
be assigned as deputy chief of staff, 
submarines, Maritime Command 
Headquarters Command, and 
commander, submarines, NATO, 
Northwood, United Kingdom.

Rear Adm. Douglas G. Perry, USN, 
will be assigned as director, Undersea 
Warfare Division, N97, Office of 
the Chief of Naval Operations, 
Washington, D.C. 

Capt. Ralph R. Smith III, USN, has 
been selected for promotion to rear 
admiral and will be assigned as vice 
director for intelligence, J-2, Joint Staff, 
Washington, D.C.  

Rear Adm. John A. Watkins, USN, 
will be assigned as deputy director, 
command, control, communications 
and computer systems and information 
technology, J-6, U.S. Space Command, 
Peterson Air Force Base, Colorado.  

Rear Adm. George M. Wikoff, USN, 
will be assigned as vice director, Joint 
Staff, Washington, D.C.  

Industry
Acuity Brands Inc., 
Atlanta, has named 
Peter Han as president 
of Acuity’s Intelligent 
Spaces Group (ISG).

JB Kendrick has been appointed 
president of Kapsch TrafficCom 
North America, McLean, Virginia.

Government
Elsa Alvarado has been sworn in 
as special assistant to the assistant 
secretary of defense for legislative 
affairs for strategic communications.

Warren Bass has been sworn in as 
director of speechwriting, Office 
of the Assistant to the Secretary of 
Defense for Public Affairs

Samuel Brannen has been sworn 
in as deputy assistant secretary of 
defense for plans and posture.

Chidi Blyden has been sworn in 
as deputy assistant secretary of 
defense for African affairs.

Kathy Chung has been sworn in as 
deputy director of protocol, Office 
of the Secretary of Defense.

Elena Crespa has been sworn 
in as special assistant to the 
undersecretary of defense for policy.

Michael Donley has been sworn in 
as director of administration and 
management.

Keenan Geter has been sworn in 
as protocol officer, Office of the 
Secretary of Defense.

Dr. Colin Kahl has been sworn 
in as undersecretary of defense 
for policy.

Jamie Pinkham has been sworn 
in as principal deputy assistant 
secretary of the Army (civil works).

Rachel Ross has been sworn in 
as chief of staff to the secretary 
of the Army.

Valentine Sanders has been sworn 
in as director, Travel Operations, 
Office of the Secretary of Defense.

Lauren Vargas has been sworn 
in as special assistant to the 
undersecretary of the Air Force.
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President’s Commentary

A fter 15 months of enduring a deadly pandemic, 
the world is beginning to take stock of the loom-
ing unknown future. The shape of things to come 
remains uncertain, but what is certain is that 

research and development will lead us into that future.
Two things the pandemic has brought home about 

research and development: first, the new normal will 
require changes in technology that will be born of research 
and development advances; and 
second, the future economy will 
be more technology-oriented than 
today’s, which will require a surge 
in research to develop new capa-
bilities. These are broad umbrella 
outlooks, but achieving them will 
require more specific and nuanced 
efforts.

And these efforts must address 
military and industry in both 
cooperation and competition. In 
some ways, the United States is 
moving both forward and backward in support for research.

If the United States is going to be a leader in this post-
pandemic global economy and national security posture, 
we must invest more money in research and development. 
China is gaining on us rapidly and may soon overtake us 
as it increases its research and development spending. That 
pace has slowed slightly, but now it is accelerating again. 
China’s research and development commitment has grown 
over the years, as the country is depending on it to make the 
Middle Kingdom the dominant world power.

And this spending is complemented by Chinese Com-
munist Party (CCP) theft of Western intellectual property. 
A comprehensive espionage effort has fueled Chinese sci-
entific coffers with everything from basic technologies to 
full-scale systems such as the J-31 stealth fighter. China also 
has forced Western companies investing in China to share 
access to advanced technology, which has fostered Chinese 
technology development at little or no cost to the CCP.

But China is not the only issue mandating increased 
research and development. The United States is only 10th 
in the world in research and development as a percentage 
of its economy. Both government and corporate spending 
in this area have declined, although the most recent budget 
put forward by the administration provides for a 9 percent 
increase. However, the Defense Department has seen cuts in 
basic research—11 percent—to go with a 16 percent cut in 
applied research. While commercial research and develop-
ment will provide some key technologies, defense research 
will be necessary for unique capabilities.

The other part of the research and development future 
involves new capabilities unearthed by the pandemic. The 
very nature of the global economy will be changing for 
years to come as new methods of production and service 
are incorporated. The pandemic has launched a new thrust 
for innovation in both processes and capabilities.

These changes, in turn, will drive a need for further 
research and development. The network will become 
more important than ever as 5G begins to dominate and 
new types of online work emerge. Tools will improve as 
they develop and add resilience to the infrastructure. The 
breadth of collaboration and partnering has expanded as 
geography becomes less of a barrier. Supply chains will 
become less of an issue as networking brings manufacturing 
closer to customers—in some cases, right into their homes 
and offices via additive manufacturing. 

With the network sitting at the heart of socio-economic 
activities, its security will become more vital than ever. 
Recent hack attacks on the Colonial Pipeline and JBS Foods 
are a harbinger of even greater threats as the network 
increases in importance. Cybersecurity must be improved 
and not just through appliqués. Simply put, the network we 
have now is not the network we need. We need to rethink 
how networks are designed, as we need a new network to 
underpin all these advances.

And the technologies that will change everything are 
erupting everywhere. A sample of the broad range of inno-
vative technologies that could have revolutionary effects on 
the future economy and national security posture can be 
viewed in a single document. AFCEA’s Technology Com-
mittee has published its 2021 Technology Vectors Presenta-
tion that advances insight into the disruptive technologies 
that will define the future. This is a living document that 
focuses on eight different emerging technology areas and 
subsets that illustrate the links between various technology 
disciplines. These all represent key directions where tech-
nology research and development should be focused.

In engineering, mechanical failure often is described as a 
failure of imagination. People did not think of what could 
go wrong. In the onrushing future, failure will be a failure 
of imagination—the failure to perform the research and 
development that will open the door to a host of opportuni-
ties while meeting new challenges head-on. Research has 
been described as our seed corn; well, it’s time to plant those 
seeds—now.

BY LT. GEN. ROBERT M. SHEA, USMC (RET.)

The COVID Pandemic Reboots Research and Development

To share or comment on this article 
go to http://url.afcea.org/July21
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Fireside Chat: Data Protection 
for Multi-Domain Operations

Building Confidence on the Battlefield 
and Behind the Scenes: How AI Helps 
Decision Makers Fill in the Blanks

Remote Working in 2022 

Government-Grade Secure Voice 
Communications & Conferencing 

What will remote work look like in 2022? One lesson we’ve learned from 2020 is that the U.S. federal government 
departments that made the move to cloud as part of their digital transformation were well served as their work-
force had to work from home. As remote work continues to be the norm, it becomes increasingly more important 
to make intelligent data management a critical part of a digital transformation journey. Join this discussion to hear 
from industry experts at Commvault and HPE to get firsthand insight into how to better manage and protect your 
remote workforce–wherever they are in the world–and get the maximum value from your data.  

The U.S. military generates data at unprecedented rates, all the time and in various locations from core data centers 
to the cloud to the tactical edge. Data drives everything. The Defense Department needs the flexibility to use its 
aggregated data for multi-domain operations without compromising security. Join Brent Hansen and Col. Carl Young, 
USA, for a fireside chat discussing multi-domain data protection. These two data experts will share insightful best 
practices that will help attendees tackle their data strategy. Discussion topics include: 

• Identifying risk points throughout the lifecycle of data  
• Incorporating data security into an existing enterprise architecture  

After decades of AI advances, “we have algorithms today on platforms we’re experimenting with that can get to 
about 98.8 percent accuracy,” Gen. Mike Murray, USA, commanding general of the Army Futures Command, said. “So 
actually artificial intelligence has the ability to make us more safe and make better decisions.” Similarly, advances in 
AI-augmented software testing means that we have a vastly better understanding of how critical systems will react in 
a broad range of scenarios. Essentially, we take the guesswork out of the question, “Is this system ready for action? Of 
all the things that could happen in this system or interface, are any of them likely to cause issues for us where it really 
matters?” In this webinar, we will explore how AI can contribute to a better understanding and performance of the 
technology that warfighters and commanders rely on. The discussion will also address the challenges of end-to-end 
testing of systems that include AI components, including those that evolve once they are in production environments.

When the integrity of trade secrets or national security is on the line, mass-market communications solutions simply 
won’t cut it. In this webinar, REDCOM will present two solutions that are already proven in multiple government 
agencies and enterprise settings. In the first half of this webinar, we’ll discuss the REDCOM Secure Voice Gateway, 
an ACC-Compliant Type 1 Conferencing solution that enables seamless communication between secure and non-
secure networks. In the second half of this webinar, we’ll demonstrate the features and capabilities of REDCOM’s 
robust Conference Manager, a powerful software application that provides complete secure conference control and 
monitoring. Register now and in 30 minutes you’ll learn how REDCOM can help your organization implement proven, 
reliable and easy-to-use secure conferencing technology. 

• Protecting data in compromised environments  
• Planning for secure data migrations to the cloud
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BY KIMBERLY UNDERWOOD

W ith social media platforms representing 
one of the main conduits for adversarial 
propaganda, researchers are examining 
how information spreads across the digital 

environment and how it spills into action outside of the 
online presence. A recent breakthrough in sentiment 

analysis—with an algorithm that can detect sarcasm—
from the University of Central Florida as part of the 
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency’s SocialSim 
project, aids in this understanding and in defense.

Researchers are employing neural networks, machine 
learning and social media data sets to conduct basic 
research on developing of possible solutions to counter 
information warfare. The proliferation of information 

Sarcasm Detection Enters 
the Information Warfare Fight

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Artificial intelligence takes a different 
slant against adversarial narratives.

Detecting sarcasm 
in social media 
is a first step in 
unlocking how 
disinformation 
spreads online, 
researchers say.
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warfare against the United States has created a great need for 
counter capabilities to protect against adversarial interference. 

The sarcasm detector is an important first step, says Brian 
Kettler, program manager, Defense Advanced Research 
Projects Agency’s (DARPA’s) Information Innovation Office 
(I2O), who is currently leading the Computational Simula-
tion of Online Social Behavior program, the formal name 
for the SocialSim effort.

“Sarcasm can really trip up sentiment analysis,” the program 
manager states. “If you’re trying to understand how people are 
engaging with a particular narrative, if they are outraged by it 
or they are accepting of it, sarcasm could make it appear one 
way, but it really is a different way. Understanding sarcasm, I 
think it’s a basic capability, so that you’re not tripped up by it 
when you are doing things like sentiment analysis on a par-
ticular text.”

Two years ago, Kettler took over running the project that 
began in 2017 and immediately pivoted SocialSim to address 
information warfare, given the urgent need. 

“It started out mostly looking at cybersecurity informa-
tion, information about vulnerabilities and how that would 
spread on social media,” he explains. “[Instead], I wanted to 
focus more on the informa-
tion war that we are in, the 
information influence, the 
information that our adver-
saries may be pushing and 
counterinfluence operations. 
I wanted to look at how vari-
ous narratives spread online 
and understand how misin-
formation might be moving.”

DARPA, University of 
Central Florida (UCF), three 
other academic partners, 
and one commercial com-
pany responsible for curat-
ing social media data are 
building solutions to model 
how information spreads 
online. “It is how we model 
an online population with 
publicly available data,” Ket-
tler notes. “We are not really 
interested in modeling spe-
cific users; we’re looking 
at an aggregate, and how 
we can model how much a piece of information is going to 
be engaged with online, and how many people are likely to 
retweet something, that sort of thing.“

The researchers examined Twitter postings, YouTube com-
ments and DK—essentially a Russian Facebook-like platform. 
At first, the researchers applied different algorithmic models 
across the various social media platforms to generalize the 
models, Kettle says. 

“And now, we’re looking at how we can take these models 
and bring in other signals, besides just looking at the online 
information. We’re not just trying to predict the online 

behavior by looking online, because we all know that [behav-
ior] online has a big impact offline and vice versa. We are try-
ing to make these models much more robust. And it is about 
how we can really understand enough about human behavior 
online, and then build simulations that will say how various 
kinds of information will move over time, which could have 
a lot of useful applications.”

As part of the effort, DARPA issues a new challenge every 
six months to the research teams to develop and test differ-
ent capabilities with new data sets, explains Ramya Akula, 

a graduate research assis-
tant at the Complex Adap-
tive Systems Laboratory in 
UCF’s Department of Com-
puter Science. She is work-
ing on the SocialSim team 
led by Ivan Garibay, associ-
ate professor of industrial 
engineering and manage-
ment systems at UCF and 
director of the lab. 

The latest challenge ques-
tion has the teams delving 
more into the information 
operations that happen on 
social networks, Akula says. 
“It is basically about getting 
to the information propaga-
tion and what kind of infor-
mation is exchanged or the 
sensitivity of the informa-
tion,” she notes. 

Kettler points out that 
UCF’s research team has achieved “a couple of very inter-
esting things” as part of its efforts. First, the team uniquely 
structured its deep neural network, which processes the 
algorithms—a multiheaded neural network.

UCF’s algorithm begins by converting text from social 
media platforms into digits that are understandable by 
the algorithm, she clarifies. “That’s the first phase,” Akula 
says. “Then the heart of our architecture is basically the 
self-attention method. We take the different projections 
of the same input and then we try to learn all the different 
combinations of these inputs that are coming in together. 
The reason why we do that is to understand the relation-
ship between two words in a sentence. Especially when you 
have a really long sentence, understanding the context or 
understanding the semantics behind it is easy for humans, 
but it’s hard for a machine to understand that. That’s why 
we need to look at each and every possibility of those 
combinations.”

She cites an example of the word apple. If text indicates 
someone is “‘taking an apple to work,’ that could mean 
an Apple gadget or an apple fruit,” Akula suggests. “Then 
these self-attention layers are made through different heads 
and different layers, so that’s like a bunch of layers, a bunch 
of heads that are all trying to understand all of the prob-
able combinations of ‘apple.’”

Brian Kettler, program manag-
er at DARPA’s Information Inno-
vation Office, who is currently 
leading the so-called SocialSim 
effort, made the study of infor-
mation warfare a priority when 
he took over the project in 2019.

D
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Another important aspect of 
University of Central Florida’s 
(UCF’s) algorithm is that it 
is not a “black box” model. 
The researchers understand 
clearly how the machine is 
learning to detect sarcasm, 
says Ramya Akula, UCF 
graduate research assistant.

U
CF
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The system then computes an attention rate for each word 
and sends the data through the gated recurrent unit (GRU), a 
special kind of neural network that UCF is using to learn the 
relationship between two words, Akula offers.

“When a word has a higher attention rate, that means it has 
some emphasis,” the researcher clarifies. “And using this atten-
tion rate, the patterns are learned, and then that computed 
information is sent to the GRU neural networks, which is then 
connected to a fully connected layer, or a basic neural network 
and then it computes the probability score.”

The probability score indicates the likelihood that a sentence 
contains sarcasm. Initially successful in detecting sarcasm 
in words, the algorithm then had to be applied to symbols 
or emojis. “In our case, we got really good results in detect-
ing most sarcasm and nonsarcasm when we have words, but 
there are some situations where there are question marks, the 
algorithm was a little confused to detect what it means,” Akula 
acknowledges. “But otherwise, when there is pure text or when 
there are hash symbols or when there are emojis, those kinds 
of things, it was able to detect really well.”

In fact, UCF’s artificial intelligence tool has proven to be 
accurate 99 percent of the time, Kettler says.

“The accuracy was much better than a lot of the differ-
ent other attempts to build classifiers that pick up sarcasm, 

which on a single sentence, that is probably comparable to 
most humans or maybe even better,” the DARPA program 
manager notes.

The next steps, Kettler says, are to increase the accuracy of 
the models when applied to other signal sources. “To validate 
a model, we need to say given a particular narrative how the 
model says the information is going to move over time, and 
then we compare that to how it actually moves over time,” he 
states. “So, we have a very well-defined ground truth in the 
actual spread of information. And in addition to these mod-
els, it is to help you have a better understanding of how people 
are engaging with information.”

Kettler expects the SocialSim research efforts to finish by 
the end of the calendar year. After that, the program manager 
will look to lead and blaze a trail towards other information 
warfare solutions for the nation. 
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T he next onslaught on the power grid may come not 
from a cyber adversary but from our warmest neighbor. 
Scientists at Los Alamos National Laboratory are explor-
ing how to protect the grid against a coronal mass ejec-

tion from the sun that could physically damage the nation’s 
electrical infrastructure and knock 
out power for several weeks with 
resultant societal chaos and massive 
economic losses.

These events, which usually accompany large solar flares, 
are unusual but not rare. In 1859, a powerful geomagnetic 
burst hit the Earth, knocking out the nascent U.S. telegraph 
infrastructure. Fires broke out at telegraph stations, and 
telegraphers were injured by electrical shocks. Known as 
the Carrington Event, after the British scientist who first 

observed it, the storm was the strongest in recorded history. 
A much less powerful coronal mass ejection (CME) that 
struck the Earth in 1989 knocked out power in Quebec and 
interfered with short-wave radio communications. And in 
2012, a CME estimated to be as powerful as the Carrington 
Event missed the Earth by only nine days.

If a Carrington Event-type CME were to strike the Earth 
today, the power grid would serve as a giant antenna col-
lecting energy from transmission lines and channeling it 
to the transformers that are the beating hearts of the grid. 
Those transformers then would overheat and, in some 
cases, melt down, putting them out of action.

By understanding the nature of CMEs and their effects 
on the grid, researchers aim to model the threat in terms 
of potential damage in an extreme geomagnetic event. 

Guarding the Power Grid 
Against a Natural Enemy

Outer space may pose a greater threat than cyberspace.

BY ROBERT K. 
ACKERMAN

This coronal mass ejection many times the size of Earth 
erupted from the sun in 2012. Scientists at Los Alamos 
National Laboratory are working to prevent events such 
as this, which missed the Earth by only a few days, from 
inflicting serious and lasting damage on the power grid.
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Subsequently, this could lead to possible solutions to miti-
gate or even prevent catastrophic damage to the grid.

“The main thing we are doing is to understand what 
effects CMEs have on the near geospace environment,” 
says Mike Henderson, Intelligence and Space Research 
(ISR)-1, Space Science and Applications, Los Alamos 
National Laboratory (LANL). “The Carrington Event 
didn’t have much data and we don’t really have a lot to 
go on, so we can model these things and maybe turn that 
[data] into benchmarking scenarios.”

Understanding the effects requires comprehending the 
nature of the disturbances resulting from these events, Hen-
derson continues. Another group at LANL, 
A-1 Division/Information Systems and Mod-
eling, works on how those effects propagate 
into the grid. 

Michael Rivera, a scientist in the A-1 Divi-
sion, observes that solar flares generally do 
not reach the ground because the atmosphere 
shields the planet’s surface, although satellites 
are threatened by them. CMEs, on the other 
hand, provide severe ground effects when 
their plasma containing an entrained mag-
netic field hits the ground. The CME is com-
pressed when it comes into contact with the 
Earth’s magnetic field, resulting in fluctuating 
magnetic fields near the surface of the Earth. 
These fields generate a weak electric field that 
has little effect on most electronic devices but 
significantly impacts long conductors such as 
power lines or magnetic gas lines.

This long conductor collects and carries the 
current to transformers at substations. Rivera 
notes that most transformers on the grid work 
near saturation. Their design and operation 
have them holding about as much of a magnetic 
field as they can. When the plasma-driven cur-
rent hits a transformer, the device’s magnetic field spills out of 
its core into another metal plate, at which point it acts like an 
induction stove. This super-size cooker overheats the trans-
former, which likely contains a lot of oil. This was the effect 
that caused grid collapse Quebec in 1989, he relates.

These effects are characteristic of the long periods of 
geomagnetic storms and not short energy bursts such as 
electromagnetic pulse (EMP). An EMP attack, for example, 
would threaten smaller electronics but would pose less 
of a danger to the overall grid. Similarly, a CME does not 
threaten small electronics lacking the long conductors that 
characterize the grid.

Rivera notes that grid operators must perform planning 
assessments to ensure grid stability in a geomagnetic storm. 
The North American Electric Reliability Corporation 
(NERC) and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
(FERC) put forth planning standards that estimate what a 
geomagnetic storm will do, allowing grid owners to calcu-
late how much damage their transformers will undergo in a 
CME event. The researchers at LANL are working to ensure 
that these limited benchmarks are scientifically sound.

Steve Morley, a scientist with ISR-1 at LANL, notes that 
the NERC and FERC standards do not extend to a CME 
of the scope of the Carrington Event. “There is no require-
ment for the utilities to be robust to something that’s Car-
rington scale,” he says. Factors such as latitude—lower lati-
tudes are assumed to be safer —and local earth conductivity, 
which will affect magnetic field strength, are modeled. He 
continues that LANL strives to enable a more realistic 
implementation of the standard.

The laboratory’s work includes determining the spatial 
scales of localized enhancements on a CME field. It also 
is examining the range of weaker events up to the most 

extreme event. “What’s the worst that can happen, what is 
likely to happen, what is the sort of thing that the utility 
should try to be robust against,” Morley offers. Being able 
to determine the range of likely consequences will enable 
government, and to a lesser extent utilities, to plan for 
eventualities.

When LANL can link CME activities directly to their 
effect on the grid, the lab can then provide that science to 
transmission planning owners to analyze their own systems 
for resiliency, Rivera allows. Another aspect to the LANL 
effort exploits data from satellites at Lagrange points that 
can detect a CME en route to Earth. That information 
might enable operators to open or close switches to alter the 
grid’s topology, which could reduce the transmission effect 
that would lead to damaging the transformers. This effec-
tively would harden the grid more, he says.

Morley points out that the typical lead time after a warn-
ing from a Lagrange point satellite is about 45 minutes. 
However, a fast CME could cut that warning time to less 
than 20 minutes. “That’s a problem, obviously, for forecasts 
with a long enough lead time for anyone to take action,” he 

The sun could be a grid transformer’s worst enemy if a powerful coronal mass 
ejection hits the Earth, generating a geomagnetic surge saturating power lines 
with an electrical field that melts down metal elements in substations.
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says, adding that extending forecast times for that type of 
CME is an active area of research.

He explains that LANL has been doing space weather 
modeling for some time, although this specific focus on the 
effects on power systems began five to six years ago. The lab 
has records of observations for specific eruptions, and it is 
simulating their effects. Long-term monitoring of the solar 
wind also contributes to accurate measurements. These data 
also can help determine event frequency and likelihood of 
certain size storms.

Henderson notes that understanding ground effects is 
important, and that requires an accurate representation 
of ground conductivity. While the U.S. Geological Survey 

has some crude conductivity maps, they are not adequate 
for understanding local behavior of geomagnetic distur-
bances, he says. Other researchers, particularly a team at 
Oregon State University, are doing more extensive research 
of ground conductivity that encompasses the depth of the 
mantle. Still, some areas of the United States are not well 
measured.

Simulation and data analysis are the primary tools of 
this research. Morley explains that on the simulation side, 
the lab uses either measured or synthetic inputs to try to 
understand what happened in an event and if it can be 
reproduced. The same approach is applied to determining 
consequences of the solar wind reaching the surface of the 
Earth and generating an electric field.

The lab also is researching how these effects arise. For 
example, daytime impacts are expected and easily explain-
able. Yet many of the stronger impacts occur on the night-
side away from the sun, especially in higher latitudes. For 
those, the lab uses ground magnetometer measurements, 
aurora imagery and data from near-earth satellites to deter-
mine what causes the enhancements in the magnetic field 
that drive the electric field. “We are really trying to get at 
‘why’ so we can better predict the impacts,” Morley states.

Henderson adds that many current models don’t take 
into account some of these smaller scale structures. Being 
able to pinpoint what is important to model allows the 
researchers to focus on adding these mechanisms to the 
model. “You can’t model everything, so you have to focus 
on the important pieces,” he says. The data analysis helps 
the scientists understand what they should be modeling.

Even CMEs that miss the Earth, such as the one in 2012, 
can provide valuable insight into research. Data analysis of 
those events can contribute to the model, Henderson offers.

Morley defines success in this research as “a descrip-
tion of the likely impacts on the power grid for a range of 
different space weather drivers.” These would encompass 

moderate storms to extreme events. 
These impacts could range from pre-
mature aging of grid elements to loss 
of transformers and how many cus-
tomers could be affected by outages 
even without transformer failure. 
How long outages would last would 
be another product of successful 
research, he says.

“We’re looking for a comprehen-
sive description of the impact to soci-
ety of space weather coupling to the 
power grid,” he states.

Another thrust is to determine an 
optimum grid topology for resilience 
to a CME. This would use switching 
to vary the network configuration, 
generator dispatch or load outage 
to minimize the likelihood of trans-
former damage.

Henderson maintains that the lab 
still has a long way to go before it can 

do this modeling “extremely robustly” and accurately. Mak-
ing this capability fully operational for the grid will require 
more infostructure, more warning and more real-time data/
situational awareness built into the grid. “We’re laying the 
groundwork for eventually being able to do this, and hope-
fully power grid operators will provide more real-time data 
on what’s happening with their grid so optimization tools 
will have more situational awareness to act on,” he says. He 
adds that it would be a big jump for a power company to 
fully buy into the concept of fully disconnecting a line on 
the basis of a laboratory warning.

Morley notes that the lab is still a long way from develop-
ing any kind of predictive system. The real-time monitoring 
system for space weather currently can only tell what has 
just happened, not forecast an event to come.

contact: Robert K. Ackerman, signalnews@afcea.org

This schematic shows the size of the Earth’s magnetosphere. When a CME from the sun hits the 
magnetosphere, it compresses. This results in fluctuating magnetic fields near the Earth’s surface, 
which in turn generate electrical fields that can damage large power grid components. 
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FIRESTORM AI System 
Prepares for Joint Role

Researchers enhance the system for Project Convergence.
BY GEORGE I. SEFFERS

W ith only months remaining 
before this fall’s Project Con-
vergence 2021, U.S. Army 

researchers aim to integrate roughly 
20 systems with the service’s fledgling 
artificial intelligence-enabled target-
ing technology known as FIRES Syn-
chronization to Optimize Responses 
in Multi-Domain Operations.

The artificial intelligence (AI)-
enabled system, more commonly 
called FIRESTORM, is still in the 
science and technology phase and is 
not yet a formal program of record. It 

ingests data from sensors and other 
systems, uses One World Terrain to 
map the battlefield and recommends 
the best weapon system to engage spe-
cific targets, saving commanders pre-
cious time for making decisions. Prior 
technologies took almost 20 min-
utes to relay data back to warfighters. 
FIRESTORM takes 32 seconds. 

FIRESTORM was the megastar of 
last year’s Project Convergence and 
has been highly praised by Army offi-
cials helping to determine the service’s 
future, including Gen. John Murray, 
USA, commanding general, Army 
Futures Command, and Brig. Gen. 

Ross Coffman, USA, director of the 
Next Generation Combat Vehicle 
Cross Functional Team. Gen. Coffman 
has suggested the system could fun-
damentally change the way the Army 
fights in the future. 

Now, with the next Project Con-
vergence just around the corner, 
Patel’s team is pushing to make major 
improvements, including integration 
with an array of other systems. That 
includes the Air Battle Management 
System (ABMS), an Air Force solution 
for the Joint All-Domain Command 
and Control Concept. ABMS allows a 
joint force to use cutting-edge methods 
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An Army M1A2 Abrams tank participates in training at Fort Benning, Georgia, 
in January 2020. Army researchers are integrating the FIRESTORM AI-enabled 
decision-making aid with the Abrams, as well as a host of other systems.
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and technologies to rapidly collect, ana-
lyze and share information and make 
decisions in real time, according to an 
Air Force press release. 

It also includes the Army’s Air and 
Missile Defense Workstation, a staff 
planning and battlespace situational 
awareness tool. It provides the user 

with an air defense picture and sup-
ports the Surface-Launched Advanced 
Medium Range Air-to-Air Missile air 
defense system by providing an auto-
mated defense planning capability for 
deployed units.

“There’s a lot of integration work 
that’s happening to make sure we can 

receive data from all kinds of systems 
that are fielded—or emerging tech-
nologies—and have interoperabil-
ity with them,” reports Ketula Patel, 
FIRESTORM program manager and 
Intelligence Systems branch chief with 
the U.S. Army Combat Capabilities 
Development Command Armament 
Center, Picatinny Arsenal. “We’re 
probably integrating to, I’d say, about 
20 technologies for Project Conver-
gence. We’re extending our interfaces 
to work with a lot of those different, 
newer platforms.”

She notes that FIRESTORM can 
work for commanders at higher ech-
elons, including joint task forces, or at 
the tactical level for individual tank or 
helicopter crews. “The platforms, such 
as the ground tank commander, could 
utilize the system all the way to the 
joint task force. So, we’re also integrat-
ing with the Abrams since Abrams is 
at the tactical edge.” 

The system will benefit over-
whelmed tank commanders. “It’s not 
going to get involved with a direct fire 
mission. If a commander sees a target, 
he’ll continue to engage as he sees is 
the best for him to minimize any kind 
of fratricide and also a self-defense 
kind of scenario,” Patel explains. 
“Where it helps is if that specific tank 
platoon is getting an overwhelming 
number of targets. Firestorm will con-
tinue to communicate with all the 
other inorganic assets that could sup-
port those fire missions.” 

For example, FIRESTORM could 
alert the commander of unseen dan-
gers. “Let’s say a target that came from 
a higher echelon, or an intel system 
saw a target that was beyond line of 
sight of that platform, that could be 
alerted to that commander,” Patel 
adds.

FIRESTORM already has been par-
tially integrated with the Army’s Tacti-
cal Assault Kit and Nett Warrior and 
also is available on Linux-based lap-
tops. “The Android capability, I would 
say, is not as mature from a deci-
sion-aiding and algorithm perspec-
tive. It’s really mainly on the Linux 
laptop,” Patel says. “We will continue 
to develop other technologies, such 
as Microservices, to have it working 
with cloud and all the other newer, 
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modernized architectures that the 
joint partners, as well as the Army, are 
developing.”

In addition to the technology piece, 
researchers must consider differing 
policies and doctrine. “Once we estab-
lish what we’re sharing between the 
systems and we all are on the same 
page between us and all the develop-
ers, then it becomes a little bit easier. 
I think we are still figuring out what it 
is that makes sense from a command-
er’s perspective that they would want 
to see … across different warfighting 
functions,” Patel explains. 

Other enhancements are in the 
works as well. “We’re improving every-
thing from working at scale to being 
able to handle a lot of the data that 
we’re getting … given that we will be 
at the different echelons, there is a lot 
of that work getting implemented to 
scale it up,” she adds. 

FIRESTORM will face more of 
a challenge at this year’s Project 

Convergence. For example, soldiers 
will get their hands on the system for 
the first time. That will be their chance 
to provide feedback on what works 
and to suggest changes. 

Also, the system will consider more 
factors before making decisions. Last 
year, the system had only one so-
called decision node. “This year, we’re 
going to have a lot more decision-aid 
nodes … to validate the decision tree 
and whether it is making the decision 
based on a decision tree, which has 
many, many factors. You need to look 
at all of those factors to see if it pro-
vided the right recommendation.”

Beyond Project Convergence, 
the Picatinny researchers intend to 
improve FIRESTORM in other ways 
as well. Future enhancements likely 
will include even more advanced AI 
and automation algorithms. Some 
eventual enhancements also will be 
tailored to the needs of commanders. 
Feedback from commanders will help 

researchers refine some capabilities, 
such as targeting, predicting air clear-
ance processes and deconflicting air 
space. 

“Project Convergence gets it ready 
for a lot of different kinds of use cases, 
but it doesn’t consider everything. 
Going beyond, we would be working 
with a lot of the [combat command] 
partners and active duty, like III 
Corps, or even divisions, to make sure 
we’re incorporating a lot of that feed-
back into FIRESTORM,” Patel says. 

Patel suggests her team could work 
directly with combatant commands, 
or COCOMS, in the Indo-Pacific 
region or Europe to better meet their 
needs. “We’re trying to connect with 
some of the COCOMs. As the soft-
ware matures, I think we’ll be able to 
support a lot more COCOM events, 
probably in the later part of 2021 or 
2022 for sure.”

While reducing the decision-
making time from 20 minutes to 32 
seconds is impressive, Patel stresses 
optimization as another crucial ben-
efit. “We’re optimizing the target assets 
that we want to utilize and not just 
using any available asset that could be 
the shooter. We’re looking for the best 
shooter and the best effects for any 
target,” she says.

That benefit cannot yet be quanti-
fied. “Right now, we don’t have quan-
tified data. We will as we build out 
use cases and run out simulations in 
fiscal year 2022. We will scale it up 
where we will ingest a lot of target-
ing data and utilize what might be all 
the effects and see which ones were 
selected and come up with a cost met-
ric. I don’t mean cost from a money 
perspective but from an optimization 
perspective,” Patel explains. 

contact: George I. Seffers, 
gseffers@afcea.org

The FIRESTORM system will use a decision tree 
with multiple options to determine the best 
weapon system to attack any given target.
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T he U.S. Navy is moving ahead at full speed to equip 
its assets with effective cybersecurity. However, the 
diverse nature of those assets—some are city-size 
ships while others are small 

but vital systems—confound plan-
ners seeking to ensure interoper-
able security measures.

The greater involvement by the commercial sector 
in bringing new information technologies to the Navy 
also mandates increased cooperation with industry on 
cybersecurity. Part of that entails working with com-
panies in the earliest stages of system development to 

ensure that cybersecurity is embedded from the start. 
However, another part is to incorporate approaches 
such as zero trust in Navy systems, which will require 
extensive adjustments for Navy personnel. And, all this 
must be accomplished against the backdrop of adversar-
ies improving their predatory cyber skills at a rapidly 
increasing pace.

“We have these persistent and increasingly sophis-
ticated malicious cyber actors,” says Rear Adm. Susan 
BryerJoyner, USN, director of Enterprise Networks and 
Cyber Security Division, Office of the Chief of Naval 
Operations. “Whether they are criminal, nation-state, 

Navy Fights to Keep 
Ahead of Cyber Adversaries

The fleet seeks interoperable security 
tools to add to the mix of ships.

BY ROBERT K. 
ACKERMAN

Two U.S. Navy operations 
specialists stand watch 
aboard the USS Dwight D. 
Eisenhower. The Navy must 
provide cybersecurity for 
major systems aboard ships 
as well as for smaller logisti-
cal systems, all of which are 
targets for digital adversaries.
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non-nation-state, it doesn’t matter. All the tools are the 
same, but we are seeing an uptick in activity, especially 
associated with ransomware and supply chain attacks.” 
She notes that the challenge is increasing, but it has 
always been there. “It shouldn’t be a surprise, but it cer-
tainly is a challenge because trying to keep pace with it is 
a challenge.”

Adm. BryerJoyner allows that adversaries are keep-
ing their best cyber capabilities close hold. However, the 
degree of activities is growing, and a variety of adversar-
ies are using cyber to advance their national interest. She 
notes that these foes are more com-
fortable taking action short of war in 
the cyber domain, and they “are trying 
to figure out where the line is.” Inter-
national standards of behavior remain 
to be defined, she notes.

This increased cyber activity could 
be analogous to the maritime and air 
activity seen in the South China Sea, she 
continues. It is relatively low-level and 
has not caused significant impacts—
outside of espionage—other than incon-
veniences. Now, the Navy is starting 
to see the domain and activity in it 
mature in the military realm, and the 
discussion of international standards of 
behavior may need to ramp up quickly.

For non-nation-state actors, cyber 
levels the playing field, she points out. 
Some of them can be just as advanced 
as nation-state adversaries in cyber-
space. The same tools are available to 
all malefactors, and they don’t hesitate 
to use them if it suits their agenda.

“You cannot discern intent from the 
tool that’s used,” she says. “They all 
start with the same toolkit. It’s readily available, and if we 
do not address our basic cyber hygiene in the Defense 
Department and in the Navy, then that toolset is good 
enough.” She continues that nation-states and more 
advanced non-nation-states can innovate an enhanced 
toolset that would challenge Navy cybersecurity. “At the 
end of the day, we face similar threats regardless of the 
source. It’s just how much extra oomph they can put in the 
attempt should they really desire to exploit us.”

The admiral notes that specific interest groups have 
their own agendas they want to pursue, and these might 
include gains they would achieve by exploiting the Navy. 
Foremost among these is the exfiltration of intelligence 
that they then could sell to eager customers, including 
nation-states. This intelligence could take the form of 
either sensitive information or infrastructure data, she 
points out. Russia, for example, is known for partnerships 
between criminal cybermarauders and the government. 

“There is relatively little distinction among the vari-
ous groups,” Adm. BryerJoyner states. “They’re all after 

information. Whether they’re going to sell it, whether 
they’re going to exploit it or whether they’re going to fig-
ure out how to modify it in a future fight, at the end of the 
day, it is about the data—whether they can access it and 
what they can do about it.”

One service-unique challenge the Navy must confront 
is the longevity of the fleet. Roughly 70 percent of today’s 
ships will still be in service in 2030, and these legacy ves-
sels pose severe implications for cybersecurity. “It’s not 
just the fleet; it’s the systems on the ships and our ability 
to modernize those systems in a way that keeps pace with 

threats,” she points out.
To achieve this, the Navy must bal-

ance the agility of patching with the 
ability to certify its weapon systems. 
The biggest hurdle in that path is that 
these weapon systems are not built in a 
DevSecOps approach or with zero-trust 
principles in mind—and they prob-
ably won’t be anytime soon, the admiral 
offers. This reinforces the importance 
of the Navy’s defense-in-depth architec-
ture and its understanding of the differ-
ent attack vectors adversaries could use, 
the admiral adds.

The admiral cites cyber hygiene as 
a basic concern for the Navy. “Every 
adversary is going to go for the low-
est cost mechanism, the lowest cost of 
entry,” she allows. “If we cannot make 
their job hard, then we have not done 
our job.”

The cyber hygiene effort takes sev-
eral forms. First comes applying nec-
essary patches. Next comes the cul-
tural aspect of ensuring that each 
individual person understands daily 

cybersecurity obligations. The admiral reports that, in 
one recent case, sailors thought a valid bulk email they 
received from the Navy was a phishing expedition, and 
they reported it according to the rules. Even though it 
proved to be a false alarm, it showed the cyber vigilance 
that sailors are observing, she notes.

Adm. BryerJoyner offers that the biggest difference in 
cybersecurity between the Navy and the other services is 
the size of the Navy’s platforms and the number of indi-
viduals in their crew. Some ships are moving cities with 
weapon systems and business systems that must be pro-
tected. This complex dynamic is not present in other ser-
vices’ platforms. Communications, logistics and other ele-
ments necessary to keep that floating city secure and ready 
to fight must be protected against cyber threats of all types.

The Navy is working on a host of new information 
technology systems, notably those in Project Overmatch. 
Adm. BryerJoyner observes that this acquisition takes 
cybersecurity into account during development. This 
includes ensuring that appropriate protections are in place 

Rear Adm. Susan BryerJoyner, USN, 
is the director of Enterprise Networks 
and Cyber Security Division, Office of 
the Chief of Naval Operations.
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for legacy systems. As new capabilities are accepted, the 
Navy will make sure it understands their risks and how to 
mitigate them.

Among the new technologies the Navy is incorporating 
into the fleet are unmanned systems. The admiral explains 
that the effort to incorporate cybersecurity into new technolo-

gies during development includes implementing zero-trust 
principles, where it is assumed there is a breach. Cybersecu-
rity for the data being transmitted or received by a vehicle will 
be inherent to that vehicle. This deliberate approach should 
ensure that autonomous systems are deployed with the appro-
priate level of cybersecurity, she says.

The admiral admits that zero trust has shown to be chal-
lenging in some ways. She notes that it is a shift in focus 
from assuming that users inside an environment are trusted 
toward challenging users every time they try to access 
a resource, whether data or a service. The change from 
defense in depth to internal protection represents a different 
approach, and the Navy is learning as it goes forward. The 
admiral describes it as a methodical approach in step with 
the Defense Department to “make sure that we get it right.”

Adm. BryerJoyner explains that the Navy is partner-
ing strongly with industry because it has gone through 
the adoption of modern technologies such as cloud 
and DevSecOps. The Navy is tapping industry’s lessons 
learned in those processes as it adopts new technologies 
from developers. This work includes engineering Navy-
unique solutions, she adds. 

One vital area of focus is security for the cloud. The 
Navy is working closely with the vendors “in an iterative 

way” to ensure appropriate licensing and configurations, 
she says. The Navy also uses government organizations to 
test its co-developed products.

When it comes to industry, interoperability and data shar-
ing are essential, she declares, adding, “We cannot afford 
proprietary solutions that impede the flow of cybersecurity 

information between the applications 
that we are leveraging for security.”

Neither can the Navy afford a single 
solution that has only one use, she 
elaborates. “We have to be able to 
reuse, where applicable. We have to 
be able to share information between 
cybersecurity applications. And, we 
have to be able to do it at speed,” she 
states.

“It’s incredibly important that all 
vendors—even if they’re protecting the 
‘secret sauce’ that makes them competi-
tive—really need to focus as a group on 
defining those interoperability and data 
standards that allow their products to 
be easily integrated with others so we 
can have effective solutions,” the admi-
ral warrants. “The proprietary stand-
alone applications that require signifi-
cant engineering in order to integrate 
them—we can’t afford the money and 
the time it takes to deliver a suboptimal 
product. We need those products to be 
interoperable from the get-go. 

“It’s not only a matter of public 
safety; it’s a matter of national secu-

rity,” she continues. “It’s extremely important for all com-
panies that are developing those cybersecurity solutions to 
take that approach.”

The Navy also must have a good understanding of the risk 
as it adopts commercial solutions. This will enable security 
from the start. “Security has to be baked in,” she maintains. 

She describes President Joe Biden’s May executive order 
on improving cybersecurity as “audacious in its intent and 
goals.” However, it will be challenging to accomplish all of 
its goals—which are necessary steps that must be taken—
in the timelines given, she allows. 

“[Cybersecurity] is similar to the way we treat public 
safety,” she says. “Cybersecurity is now at the level where 
people can see the potential public safety implications if 
something goes wrong.” 

contact: Robert K. Ackerman, signalnews@afcea.org

U.S. Navy sailors and civilians take part in a cyber protection exercise. Sailors and 
civilians are a focal point of Navy cyber hygiene efforts, which are part of the service’s 
overall cybersecurity posture.
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BY GEORGE GALDORISI AND SAM TANGREDI

C onvincing senior defense decision makers to sig-
nificantly invest in artificial intelligence capabil-
ities that would add more value to the United 
States’ already digitized operational capabilities—

particularly in the cyber domain—needs more than pro-
nouncements that “AI can save the taxpayers money.” It 
requires a logical progression of defining the objective, 

identifying the need, demonstrating specific results, con-
ducting comprehensive cost analysis and, particularly in 
the case of applications in the cyber domain, thoughtfully 
discussing resilience and deception. 

Artificial intelligence promises to be an important predic-
tive tool in the decision-making process necessary for effec-
tive cyber warfighting. Unfortunately, the overheated hype 
surrounding almost every discussion of the military applica-
tions of AI has now become a detriment to that future. Too 

The military’s next steps may advance 
applications of artificial intelligence.

A soldier wears 
virtual reality 
glasses; a graphic 
depiction of a 
chess set sits in 
the foreground.
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much is being promised; too little is being explained in prac-
tical terms. That combination leads to disappointment, and 
in the realm of defense programming and budgeting, it is a 
recipe for canceled programs. Abstract concepts and science 
fiction writing contests will not advance the dialogue.

Specific results need to be demonstrated soon. Thus 
far, the U.S. Defense Department has adopted a holistic 
approach to AI; or as a data analytics company CEO stated, 
“For the first time, the department is looking holistically at 
the use of data across operational battlefield applications of 
data … as well as senior leader decision support and busi-
ness analytics.” 

This approach is codified in the brief Defense Department 
Data Strategy released in October 2020. However, this is the 
wrong approach if the department hopes to persuade Con-
gress to provide more funding for AI or for the service chiefs 
to program more of their existing resources 
for it. Rather, critical needs must be tar-
geted and resources need to be focused on 
tasks that are not being adequately per-
formed. As the Naval War College profes-
sor Nina Kollars writes, “AI is not a condi-
ment. You cannot just sprinkle it on top 
and make everything better.”

Although Project Maven resulted in con-
troversy, then-Deputy Secretary Robert 
Work made a wise choice to discuss the over-
all unclassified objective of the program—
develop algorithms to search countless hours 
of unanalyzed unmanned aerial vehicle foot-
age for possible counter-terrorist targets. This 
is a task decision makers and Congress can 
understand and support—an AI application 
for a task humans could not do previously 
at a speed that would provide actionable 
intelligence. 

In contrast, a holistic approach that tries to tempt program 
managers to sprinkle a little AI on existing programs because 
data can be correlated a bit better than with existing software is 
simply not persuasive. 

The argument for the holistic approach is that the Defense 
Department is awash with data that it does not utilize. That 
is already known. What is more, much of that data cannot 
be cross-correlated because it does not relate to the same 
mission or task. Data collected in administrative processes 
are of a different character than what is needed for opera-
tional purposes. To gain traction in the use of AI requires 
success in a specific program for a discrete operational task. 
Only then will other program managers become interested 
in AI. Specific tops holistic. 

The Defense Department’s Joint Artificial Intelligence 
Center and military service AI managers have pointed to 
the potential use of artificial intelligence in determining 
planned maintenance—a worthy target. However, software 
for analyzing real-time machinery conditions to program or 
reprogram planned maintenance has been a standard tool 
for more than 40 years. 

For example, the U.S. Navy began its predictive mainte-
nance vibration analysis program for surface ship propulsion 
machinery in the late 1970s. Aggregating data for analysis was 
then time-consuming but not particularly difficult to digitize. 
Software programming—the term algorithm was rarely used 
then—was sufficient to attempt to predict time before poten-
tial machinery casualties and to adjust planned maintenance 
accordingly. 

The question that must be asked is: In such a situation, 
what effect would AI have created that less costly and existing 
software and human analysis could not provide? To automati-
cally assume that AI is better or a less costly method is another 
recipe for disappointment.

Convincing decision makers to invest more than token 
research and development resources requires the AI commu-
nity to prove that the capability can perform tasks not done 

before and/or provide answers more useful than those pro-
vided with existing methods. It is not enough to simply point 
to increased speed or personnel reductions. The increased 
speed and personnel reductions require upfront costs in data 
labeling and aggregation that may not be as valuable to a 
nonprofit-generating organization such as the Defense Depart-
ment as they would be to a commercial corporation, particu-
larly an organization with a tremendous turnover rate in deci-
sion makers. 

The acknowledgment that data costs money leads to a more 
persuasive dialogue. AI is nothing without the data to fuel it. It 
is necessary to assess how sensors will or will not keep up with 
AI. It is also essential to identify the total cost of the sensor-AI 
package. But that means data is the most critical component. 
In the case of a major AI program that senior decision mak-
ers have frequently discussed, such as Project Maven, the 
algorithms developed would have no use if there were not suf-
ficient drones to obtain the video footage the AI programming 
was designed to analyze.

Yet, most exhortations for the department to spend money 
on AI algorithms rarely mention the need to develop the 

Sea Hunter, an entirely new class of unmanned sea surface vehicle developed in 
partnership between the Office of Naval Research (ONR) and the Defense Advanced 
Research Projects Agency (DARPA), recently completed an autonomous sail from 
San Diego to Hawaii and back—the first ship ever to do so autonomously. Sea Hunter 
is part of ONR’s Medium Displacement Unmanned Surface Vehicle (MDUSV) project. 
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more capable sensors required to justify the expense of algo-
rithm development. In the case of Project Maven, for exam-
ple, the drone video footage data already existed as a byprod-
uct of flights, and the challenge was to speed up its analysis. 
However, to make AI useful for many of the tasks proponents 
envision will require collection of—and in some cases genera-
tion of—data that does not already exist. 

In these situations, the sensors that provide the data, not the 
algorithms, will be the most expensive element in predictive 
AI. Applying AI to military operations requires the develop-
ment of a sensor-to-algorithm system package. 

It is important for those responsible for managing military 
AI to emphasize the sensor-to-algorithm linkage and total 
cost package. One popular impression is that data is free—a 
perception generated by commercial AI’s success in Internet 
marketing where the troves of big data are largely free digital 
exhaust produced by the consumers’ use of search engines. 

Comparable “free data” does not exist for military applica-
tion. Additionally, the cost of labeling data that may already 
exist so that it is suitable to be algorithmically processed needs 
to be identified. Otherwise, defense decision makers and 
Congress will suffer from sticker shock that will put a brake 
on the adoption of AI for operational military application.

Commercial AI is not designed to deal with deceptive data, 
but as Sun Tzu warned, “All war is deception.” One element of 
AI that is particularly important to its potential use in cyber 
warfighting is how the capability can deal with deceptive 
data. This is a fact that must be acknowledged. Yet, Defense 
Department officials continue to assume—at least publicly—
that commercial AI can be easily adapted to operational 
military applications. This cannot be done with algorithms 
that assume data from the customer or supplier is accurate. In 

the operational military environment, the ultimate customer 
is the enemy and—as is so evident in the cyber domain—a 
sophisticated enemy does not provide accurate data.

Recently, the Intelligence Advanced Research Programs 
Activity—the intelligence community’s counterpart to the 
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency—has initiated 
research in the relationship between deception and AI. The 
topic of deception is now tentatively starting to enter technical 
discussions within the Defense Department itself. 

Thus far, however, deception is not a word routinely linked 
with the debate over AI. Until it is, the move to further AI 

applications in the department will end in 
disappointment—or worse. AI will be seen 
as a useful tool for maintenance and admin-
istrative functions—assuming these uses can 
be demonstrated to generate new or differ-
ent results. But it will be seen as a tool only 
moderately or perhaps not at all useful for 
operational military applications.

Many commentators have posited that 
AI and operating in cyberspace are closely 
entwined. This is evident in how Internet 
application companies such as Google use 
big data and AI. However, as a decision-
making aid for cyber warfighting, AI faces 
hurdles—some of them generated by the 
Defense Department’s current holistic 
approach to AI applications—that largely 
relate to the adaptation of commercial AI. 
The holistic approach will not gain congres-
sional resource support over the long term. 

Moreover, cyber warfighting occurs in 
the realm of deception. Commercial AI is 
not designed to handle deceptive or false 
big data. Thus far, it has not been a part of 
the AI paradigm. The iGo master facing 

Members of the Office of Naval Research, based out of Washington, 
D.C., launch the REMUS 600 autonomous underwater vehicle for 
mine search and identification operations off the coast of Bornholm 
Island in support of exercise Baltic Operations (BALTOPS) in June 2018. 
BALTOPS is the premier annual maritime-focused exercise in the Baltic 
Region and one of the largest exercises in Northern Europe enhancing 
flexibility and interoperability among allied and partner nations. 
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Led by the Naval Surface Warfare Center Indian Head Explosive Ordnance Disposal 
Technology Division, this simulated mission involves deploying Explosive Ordnance 
Disposal Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV) assets from a converted autonomous 
Advanced Composite Riverine Craft (ACRC) during the 2017 Advanced Naval Technology 
Exercise, Narragansett Bay Test Facility, Newport, Rhode Island in August. The autonomous 
ACRC delivers the UGVs to the beach to conduct threat detection and neutralization 
operations, through a combination of semi-autonomous and teleoperative control.
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DeepMind did not suddenly pull out a checkerboard and 
start playing checkers. Most people do not try to fool eBay 
into sending them recommendations for things they don’t 
want. But those are good metaphors for what happens in 
cyber warfighting.

From the unclassified viewpoint, convincing the Defense 
Department and Congress to put the resources needed into 
effectively applying AI to cyber warfighting requires a dia-
logue that includes multiple elements. Companies interested 
in persuading the Defense Department to examine their AI 
products and capabilities would be wise to adopt them.

George Galdorisi is director of Strategic Assessments and Tech-
nical Futures for the Naval Information Warfare Command 
Pacific. Prior to joining NIWC Pacific, he completed a 30-year 
career as a naval aviator, culminating in 14 years of consecu-
tive experience as executive officer, commanding officer, com-
modore and chief of staff. In his spare time he enjoys writing, 
especially speculative fiction about the future of warfare. He is 
the author of 15 books, including four consecutive New York 
Times bestsellers. He has written extensively on big data, artifi-
cial intelligence and machine learning and is an invited speaker 

at military-industry conferences. He is co-editor, with Dr. Sam 
J. Tangredi of AI At War: How Big Data, Artificial Intelligence 
and Machine Learning Are Changing Naval Warfare. Contact 
him at www.georgegaldorisi.com/

Capt. Sam J. Tangredi, USN (Ret.) holds the Leidos Chair of 
Future Warfare Studies and is professor of National, Naval 
and Maritime Strategy in the Center for Naval Warfare Stud-
ies of the U.S. Naval War College. A retired U.S. Navy captain 
and surface warfare officer, he served in numerous warships 
and commanded USS Harpers Ferry (LSD-49). Among other 
assignments, he was head of the Strategy and Concepts Branch 
of the Navy Staff, director of the Strategic Planning for the Navy 
International Programs Office and U.S. defense attaché to the 
Hellenic Republic of Greece. He has published six books, over 
150 journal articles and numerous analytical reports for a wide 
range of government agencies and academic organizations. Con-
tact him at sam.tangredi@usnwc.edu or www.samjtangredi.com

Register FREE at tinyurl.com/zbn38meh. | Future bootcamps in progress. Watch for us at TechNet Cyber and TechNet Indo-Pacific!

“The bootcamp was more  
than I expected. The  
information that was provided 
was exceptional.”

– 2021 Bootcamp Attendee

CEUs 
available

Livestream Mini Bootcamp at TechNet Augusta
August 18, 2:30 - 5:30 PM EDT 

Join CompTIA, GDIT, and Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE) to learn more about practical steps to ensure network resilience. This three-hour, 
online mini-bootcamp will center on the latest best practices for identifying, managing, monitoring and verifying a secure supply chain.

This event will include a panel discussing global Cyber Security Operations and how to leverage industry best practices to achieve cost  
savings, increased security, and greater network and service availability through consolidated/standardize processes across the 
Department of Defense Information Networks (DODIN) worldwide.

In addition there will be comprehensive presentations giving in-depth instruction covering the cloud as well as information on the 
newly updated CompTIA Cloud+.
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T he United States stands on the cusp of a future 
defined by great power competitions that will 
undoubtedly be characterized by broad, deep and 
subtle cyber warfare strate-

gies and tactics. The nation must 
make a deliberate decision to 
defend the digital human attack 
surface effectively by blurring traditional battle lines and 
creating a combined homeland and external battlespace. 

A cyber Cold War that dominates modern reality is being 
fought every day, both abroad and on U.S. soil, purposely 
kept below the threshold of armed conflict. As both the 
civilian and military worlds become increasingly software-
defined, they are continuously challenged to keep up with new 
emerging battlefronts. The future of cyber warfighting may 
well be, for the most part, to subsume all other warfighting 
domains. And because the cyber domain knows no borders 

or boundaries, future military doctrine and jurisdictional 
boundaries must evolve and converge to provide a holistic and 
coordinated strategy to stay competitive with threats. 

The United States must come to terms with this new real-
ity. Near-peer adversaries recognize that a continuous mili-
tary, economic and societal low-and-slow skirmish fought 
in the cyber domain will span across a digital human net-
work of military assets as well as the military and civilian 
population. It also can be as devastating as armed conflicts 
while not incurring immense costs and political or societal 
damages. 

It is interesting to consider that this version of warfare is 
reminiscent of the tale told in the Cold War-era Star Trek 
episode “A Taste of Armageddon.” In the television show, 
two hostile civilizations resign themselves to the reality that 
conflict cannot be avoided. They decided that computer-
simulated warfare was the best way to preserve their mutual 

2ND PLACE IN THE CYBER EDGE 
2021 WRITING CONTEST

Defending the 
Digital Human Network

BY SAMUEL J. 
RICHMAN

The vastly complex 
and subtle digital 
human network that 
spans civilian and military 
populations must be 
defended as rigorously as 
computer networks.
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Cyber warfighting success means examining wetware.
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societies to prevent the destruction conventional warfare 
entails. 

While the United States and its adversaries have not come 
to a spoken agreement as described in the episode, sci-
ence fiction writers often have the gift of foresight. Trends 
that move away from large-scale armed conflict in favor of 
cyberwarfare seem to be aligning with this prediction. 

The challenges of this new cyber warfare landscape are 
compounded by near-peer adversaries’ ability to pull the 
levers of autocratic governance to ensure their defense indus-
trial base is fully accessible to, and falls in line with, their 
cyber warfare strategies and tactics. Unlike in the United 
States, where private companies’ profit and intellectual prop-
erty concerns are paramount, adversaries are not impeded by 
these barriers. They have free reign to 
utilize all available resources to expand 
their cyber warfare capabilities. 

Additionally, civilian populations in 
enemy countries can be more resilient 
to the effects of foreign influence and 
misinformation campaigns because 
of cultural and political controls. The 
U.S. military and government do not—
and should not—have any of these 
options available, but while this affords 
the United States cherished freedoms, 
it is a potential factor contributing to 
asymmetric capabilities of autocratic 
adversaries. 

If  c y ber  war f ight ing  indeed 
becomes the primary conflict domain, 
staying competitive with adversaries 
who benefit from the somewhat ironic 
agility of autocratic governance will 
require a reconsideration of how U.S. 
offensive and defensive capabilities are 
structured. In addition, the blurring 
and erasure of the rigid jurisdictional boundaries between 
battle lines and homeland versus external defense—as the 
new Joint Warfighting Concept likely reflects—must be 
considered. 

As military assets become increasingly data- and software-
driven, cyber attacks will continue to be more effective and 
insidious and less risky and expensive than kinetic battles. 

The complexity of warfighting software also is rapidly 
growing. Modern architectures composed of a web of 
microservices spanning multiple public clouds and on-
premises or edge locations can be more secure than legacy 
applications. However, this increased complexity is ripe for 
inserting mistakes, misconfigurations or intentional actions 
by insider threats. These can hide within the exquisite archi-
tectures that are only understandable by a precious few. 

This explosion of complexity of digital warfighting sys-
tems combined with the blurring of domains and battle 
lines, the rapid evolution of data-driven warfare and the 
broad capabilities needed for decision dominance give 
adversaries near-limitless opportunities to creatively evolve 

how they exploit this ever-expanding digital attack surface. 
This ability includes not only the software of military and 
civilian assets but also the “wetware” of the human mind. 

Misinformation and psychological operations are not new. 
However, the modern digital pathways that reach deep into 
our lives and psyche open new, insidious and subtle meth-
ods of manipulation and control. The mind must be consid-
ered as another asset to be defended in the “digital human 
network,” especially because misinformation and influence 
implanted in a human mind can bridge any air gap or clas-
sification boundary. 

The results and effectiveness of tactics like these have 
become brutally apparent within the last few years and 
acutely within the last few months. The United States has 

seen violent attacks and irrational behavior fueled by mis-
information on social media. Without speculating about 
whether U.S. adversaries were directly involved, they were 
undoubtedly paying attention. They watched and learned 
that they could, with mere misinformation, execute an oth-
erwise impossible attack on the homeland without putting a 
single soldier on U.S. soil. 

This evolving front in cyber warfare—the exploitation of 
the digital human network—closely parallels exploiting a 
computer network or system and even leverages the same 
digital pathways. It is well known that adversaries perform 
vulnerability assessments and reconnaissance on computer 
networks to find high-value and soft targets to gain an ini-
tial foothold with first-stage malware, which then provides 
opportunities for lateral movement and attack escalation. 
This same technique is known to be used for misinforma-
tion and influence campaigns: to define a target objective, 
identify pockets of society more likely to accept the implant-
ing of the first stages of malinformation and then benefit 
from its organic movement throughout and beyond social 

The digital human network extends deeply into even air-gapped critical infrastructure 
systems on which the health and safety of the citizens depend. The recently compromised 
water treatment plant in Florida is unfortunately a harbinger of things to come.
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media. This lateral movement is on a scale and depth that 
dwarfs any purely digital attack, one that knows no bound-
aries or limits. 

Another technique in software exploitation called fuzz-
ing can be applied to human manipulation. It involves 
bombarding software with random inputs to solicit an 
unexpected response that could indicate a vulnerability 
for further exploitation. A close parallel to this technique 
for attacking a human network is the psychological tactic 
known as gaslighting. This technique involves sowing doubt 
and lies and nurturing confusion, which floods the human 
consciousness with faulty input making it more pliant and 
susceptible to manipulation. 

Even if this “human fuzzing” is not done with a specific 
objective in mind, it directly erodes an individual’s attention 
span and energy. When combined with the aforementioned 
drive toward advanced, highly complex digital capabilities, it 
can result in widespread errors and misconfigurations that 
attackers can exploit. 

It is important to recognize and defend against all of these 
tactics like any other cyber threats. They cannot be con-
tained by air-gapped, secure environments and span every 
critical military and civilian asset, such as infrastructure, 

financial and health care systems. The “human attack sur-
face” must be considered in a holistic cyber warfare strategy 
as a ubiquitous vector by which power and influence can be 
spread to every corner of a society’s critical systems. 

The new joint warfighting concept and efforts surrounding 
combined Joint All-Domain Command and Control are steps 
in the right direction. They will allow the United States to rise 
above the rigid boundaries of traditional warfare. In addition, 
they will deny the nation’s adversaries the opportunity to take 
advantage of its existing siloed military services and doctrine 
to gain cyber warfare and artificial intelligence dominance. 

The United States must accelerate this trend toward con-
vergence and continuously evolve its strategies and tactics. 
The country must address new battlefronts, including the 
entirety of the digital human network, to ensure that the 
United States can defend itself against the ever-increasing 
pace, complexity and subtlety of adversarial actions. 

Samuel J. Richman is a U.S. Defense Department systems 
engineer at Zscaler, specializing in zero trust. Prior to this 
role, he was a strategic solution architect at Red Hat focus-
ing on U.S. Air Force digital initiatives including tactical 
edge computing, ABMS/JADC2 and modern warfighting 
architectures. He has over 20 years of enterprise IT experi-
ence, both in the federal service and in multiple industry 
roles, supporting civilian and Defense Department initia-
tives such as cybersecurity, agile architecture, application 
delivery and data integration/analytics. 

contact: signalnews@afcea.org
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during the week as well as news from 
chapters and association headquarters.
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to local and regional networking 
opportunities in the areas AFCEA serves.

Be sure to read the AFCEA Weekly 
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of your AFCEA membership.
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While military assets like the autonomous Valkyrie aircraft will 
become more prevalent over time, they are not immune to attacks 
propagated by the developers, manufacturers and maintainers of 
these assets. Even the machine learning models that train the artificial 
intelligence of these assets are vulnerable to subtle poisoning.
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BY LT. COL. RYAN KENNY, USA

A military-age male left home and traveled 
through the city, unaware he was being sur-
veilled. Those watching him knew his patterns 
and preferences. They collected his point of 

departure, route and destination to predict when he 
would be most vulnerable for attack. Arriving at a mar-
ketplace, he meandered through a few high-traffic areas. 
Passing down a quiet corridor, he finally provided a clear 
shot. His smartphone buzzed and its screen flashed: 
“Two-for-one sale at the nearby pretzel shop!” He was 
struck by a precision-guided advertisement.

Every day, consumers are targeted with precision-
guided marketing from both legitimate sources and 
covert operators. Backend collectors harvest and 
siphon digital traces streaming from mobile devices 

as a precious commodity. These companies monetize 
and sell personal Internet browsing history, app data, 
contacts and location services to those intent on influ-
encing behaviors. 

Those influencers use recommender systems, which 
are automated information filtering systems to control 
content in news feeds, social media environments and 
streaming media services. These systems know what 
information—good or bad—will capture a person’s 
attention. Then the system can deliver that content. 

The same commercialized recommender systems 
that now strongly influence consumers’ decisions are 
being harnessed by political operatives, governments 
and other influencers to conduct large-scale informa-
tion operations on U.S. citizens. Covert information 
operators’ adoption and adaptation of commercial pre-
cision-guided marketing technologies are being used 

3RD PLACE IN THE CYBER EDGE 
2021 WRITING CONTEST

The consumer is the product.

Defending digital ecosystems 
from information pollution 
data operators should be 
a mission the U.S. national 
security apparatus conducts.
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to manipulate unsuspecting citizens and present a growing 
national security risk. These threats require immediate 
attention from those in the cybersecurity arena charged 
with protecting and defending the nation’s information and 
digital commons.

Information operations seek to influence people’s under-
standing and behavior. Often associated with deception and 
other unsavory tactics, at its heart, information operations 
aspires to instill a set of beliefs even though the affected 
party is unaware of the influence being exerted. 

Decades ago, subliminal messages were conveyed via 
television. Today, the avenues for influence are multifac-
eted and far more developed. Audiences are overwhelmed 

with choice in digital ecosystems. Distracted masses have 
increasingly become reliant upon automated systems to 
deliver customized content. Information operators are 
happy to exploit these systems. 

In the early 1930s, Aldous Huxley expressed his distress 
over propaganda and influence campaigns leveraging mass 
media’s ability to distract through newspapers, magazines, 
radio, television and the cinema. Huxley’s concerns were 
prescient and perhaps understated.

In the 1960s, Herbert Simon agreed with Huxley and pre-
dicted that markets would arise to capitalize on the decreas-
ing supply of consumers’ attention in what he labeled as the 
attention economy. He believed markets would form where 
commercial organizations and others with demands for 
attention would pay for its supply. 

Today, people increasingly spend more of their attention 
online. A 2019 Pew Research Study found that 30 percent 
of American adults report being online “almost constantly.” 
This finding is approximately 10 percent greater than in 
2015. The same study reported that 92 percent of mobile 
device users reported daily online activity. These findings 
help explain why information operators have adopted tac-
tics proven to be successful in the attention economy. They 
have followed their targets to their digital habitats. 

In the 1950s and 1960s, the attention economy gave rise 
to new advertising techniques to attract audiences and keep 
them engaged. Today, social media platforms and search 

engines have also evolved their methods. These online mar-
keters now dominate the competition to attract consumers’ 
attention. Facebook and Google, two of the most powerful 
information conveyors, now own 60 percent to 70 percent of 
the annual $80 billion ad-selling markets in the United States. 

In The Age of Surveillance Capitalism, Shoshana Zuboff 
documented the economic relationships and incentives of 
companies like Facebook and Google that depend upon 
directing audiences’ attention to consumer products. Their 
ad revenue comes from auctioning behavioral predictions. 
Surveillance capitalists use residual data such as search 
terms, sites visited, likes, shares and location services to 
catalog individuals and develop models that use this infor-

mation to predict consumer behaviors, 
and then sell this information. The 
consumer thinks the service is free, 
but in fact, the consumer is the prod-
uct. Marketers employ these behav-
ioral predictions to deliver precision-
guided advertisements.

Precision-guided marketing deter-
mines the movies in people’s stream-
ing media queue, the products in their 
online shopping sites, as well as the 
headlines in their news feeds. Rec-
ommender systems do not necessar-
ily discriminate commercial from 
noncommercial sources. Information 
operators have found ways to leverage 
recommender systems to find and tar-

get individuals they believe are susceptible to influence and 
manipulation. 

Although some consumers still obtain their daily news 
through traditional media sources, within the United States, 
Pew Research recently reported that perhaps as many as 55 
percent of adults consume their daily news via social media. 
News reporting helps shape audiences’ perspectives on 
important events and narratives. 

Traditional media outlets maintain editorial supervision 
and can be held liable if they spread falsehoods. Within 
social media environments, recommender systems do not 
have oversight and often reflect an individual’s biases. 

Myside bias, a form of confirmation bias, leads individu-
als to engage with content they prefer and messages they 
like over content challenging their beliefs. Researchers have 
observed myside bias in how people assess political infor-
mation sources and share political messages online. Rec-
ommender systems appear to be amplifying the effects of 
myside bias and generating political echo chambers where 
groups of people with shared views congregate online. 

Within echo chambers, stories and content that align 
with a group’s ideology gains traction and increased shares, 
often by automated news and content recommender sys-
tems. Moreover, automated recommender systems 
appear to play a disproportionate role in the proliferation 
of low credibility information such as fake news. These 
echo chambers provide a space for information operators 
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Precision-guided 
marketing targets 
individuals and 
influences and 
determines what 
products are in their 
online shopping 
sites, the movies in 
their media queue, 
and the headlines 
in their news feeds.
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to weaponize recommender systems to increase social 
polarization. 

Polarization divides societies into distinct groups that 
share opposite ends on a particular spectrum. It can lead to 
increased distrust between groups, hatred and civil unrest. 
Information operators often gain from increasing polariza-
tion. Unfortunately, as more people turn to social media 
news feeds, the more they will be exposed to content tai-
lored by information operators to prey 
on their biases.

When used appropriately, recom-
mender systems help people navigate the 
overwhelming abundance of online infor-
mation. They also enable organizations 
to employ their advertising resources 
efficiently. If recommender systems are 
eliminated or restrictions are imposed 
that may affect their accuracy, consumers 
and commercial entities may experience 
some increased efficiency costs.

Furthermore, implementing poli-
cies that may restrict citizens’ access to 
and distribution of information could 
approach censorship. In the United 
States, freedom of speech forms a cor-
nerstone of the democracy. In free and 
open societies, the clash of ideas pro-
vides a method by which citizens can 
measure competing arguments. In the 
United States, citizens defend the rights 
of everyone to voice opinions, even 
when they venture into distasteful areas. Therefore, heavy-
handed censorship of recommender systems is not advised.

The concern here is not about eliminating recommender 
systems or restricting their legitimate use by lawful citizens. 
The question is how to best protect unwitting citizens from 
being exposed to nefarious agents’ use of these systems 
to conduct harmful information operations. Policy inter-
ventions to protect citizens from information operations 
should focus on the misuse of recommender systems by 
foreign agents, and the U.S. cybersecurity community 
should assist. 

U.S. cybersecurity authorities protect and defend secure 
access to networks and information for U.S. citizens. They 
should seek to protect the information that resides and passes 
over these networks because these professionals have the 
technical expertise to detect and deny those entering U.S. 
cyberspace to conduct information operations. Therefore, 
they should play a critical role in any broad national security 
initiative. However, for these efforts to succeed, private orga-
nizations operating recommender systems must be involved 
in helping deny, degrade and defeat foreign operators.

Digital platforms that manage online information 
streams benefit from a 1996 law, Section 230 of the Com-
munications Decency Act. Through this law, they remain 
immune from liabilities related to third-party content. As a 
result, a tragedy of the digital commons now exists, where 

no one is held accountable for the social costs associated 
with unregulated digital ecosystems. While some platforms 
may self-regulate, they deserve guidance from the U.S. and 
other governments charged with protecting their citizens’ 
information security.

Digital ecosystems have essentially become polluted with 
misinformation and disinformation amplified by preci-
sion-guided marketing tools. A variety of policy options 

exist to reduce this pollution. Pigouvian 
taxes could fine platforms that fail to 
limit harmful information operations. 
Additionally, the government could 
provide subsidies to help pay for infor-
mation operation mitigation efforts. 
However, a public-private partnership 
with increased cooperation to share 
intelligence on information operations 
may prove more effective and economi-
cally efficient. 

National security is a public good 
required to assure the free and open 
exchange of all forms of markets, be 
they economic or otherwise. As such, 
defending digital ecosystems from 
information pollution data operators 
should be a mission the U.S. national 
security apparatus conducts, particu-
larly cybersecurity agencies, regardless 
of the actions private companies take. 
This is not to say that the government 
should involve itself in arbitrating pub-

lic debates over fake news or fact-checking every political 
statement. It can, however, help identify when online per-
sonas misrepresent themselves and conduct coordinated 
information operations online.

The economic incentives that spawned recommender 
systems are here to stay, and information operators will 
continue to find ways to exploit them. The time has come 
for U.S. cybersecurity teams to partner with industry to 
help preserve the digital commons from information pollu-
tion caused by foreign agents.

Lt. Col. Ryan Kenny, USA, created an online forum to 
foster discussions on emerging technologies at www.military-
communicators.org. The views expressed here are his alone 
and do not represent the views and opinions of the Defense 
Department, U.S. Army or other organizations with which he 
has had an affiliation.

Contact: Lt. Col. Ryan Kenny, 
ryankenny@militarycommunicators.org
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Recommender systems are 
automated information 
filtering systems that control 
content in news feeds, social 
media environments and 
streaming media services.
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Fighting Lighter in the Field 
For warfighters, cellular augmentation is inevitable.

BY MAJ. ALISON WALLACE, USA AND CAPT. CHANCE FOLEY, USA

D uring large-scale combat 
operations and operations 
in austere environments, 
the modern warfighter must 

remain light and agile and enjoy ease 
of communication with both higher 
and lower echelons. These requirements 
highlight the necessity for and relevance 
of devices such as the Global Rapid 
Response Information Package.

In 2018, Gen. Stephen J. Townsend, 
USA, advocated for lighter, faster and 
smaller equipment across the Army. 
He specifically spoke of command and 
control (C2) systems at the AFCEA 
Army Signal Conference that same 
year, stating, “The Army’s network 

has to reach a level of user effective-
ness like that achieved by today’s smart-
phone.” Three years later, evidence of 
demonstrable progress at the tactical 
level is scant, and there is even risk of 
regression. 

Recently, support has waned for 
the Global Rapid Response Infor-
mation Package (GRRIP) program. 
Units were notified by higher ech-
elons that the retention of these sys-
tems would require the expenditure 
of unit funds and that the aggregation 
site for GRRIPs’ connections, the Sat-
ellite Communications Operations 
Center, may face degradations in its 
ability to pass GRRIP traffic into the 

Department of Defense Information 
Network (DODIN). This comes just as 
the 2nd Brigade Combat Team, 101st 
Airborne Division (Air Assault), uti-
lized the GRRIP to great effect during 
Joint Readiness Training Center Rota-
tion 20-09, with battalion tactical oper-
ations centers electing to operate solely 
off cellular capabilities for upper tactical 
Internet rather than staying mired in 
the logistical and technical complica-
tions inherent with their primary com-
munications assemblages. These chal-
lenges were only exacerbated during 
this first COVID-era brigade combat 
team rotation where manning across 
all the necessary Signal disciplines was 
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Army Staff Sgt. Andrew Kirchoff, 
left, and Staff Sgt. Roberto Carlos 
Ramirez operate a satellite 
communication antenna in 
Kaedi, Mauritania, February 
2020, during Flintlock. The 
modern warfighter must remain 
light and agile and enjoy ease 
of communication, highlighting 
the necessity for and relevance of 
devices such as the Global Rapid 
Response Information Package.
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VIEWPOINT

scarce, and sufficient cross-training on 
routing, switching, servers and satellite 
transmission was impractical during 
an extended moratorium on collective 
training.

The Army continues to equip its 
conventional forces with unneces-
sarily cumbersome, slow-operating 
communications systems, which can 
be replaced with smaller, lighter and 
easier-to-operate equipment that costs 
less. For over five years, brigade com-
bat teams used the GRRIP and Secret 
Internet Protocol Router (SIPR)/ Non-
secure Internet Protocol Router Access 
Point terminals as a bridging capabil-
ity until Transportable Tactical Com-
mand Communications (T2C2) could 
be fielded, ostensibly an upgrade in an 
analogous capability. However, these 
systems are vastly dissimilar. T2C2 is sat-
ellite-based and weighs more than 300 
pounds, while the GRRIPs’ key capabil-
ity is in cellular communications and 
weighs around 30 pounds. Given this 
disparity and the demonstrated advan-
tages of the GRRIP, arguably the Army 
needs to taper its heavy reliance on sat-
ellite communications systems and take 
steps to adopt cellular-based on-the-go 
systems for battalion-sized formations 
and lower.

Generally, units transport signal 
with the GRRIP in one of two ways. 
The first is with the Broadband Global 
Area Network antenna. This is a satel-
lite antenna that transmits 400kbps 
bandwidth, which is a tenable setup 
when used to send an email or a pho-
tograph or to post a document to a 
portal. But it is less desirable when 
there are multiple users, high graphics 
throughput or when in-motion use is 
required. The other preferred mode 
of transport is with the Mobile Broad-
band Kit. It uses a component called 
“CradlePoint” to transmit and receive 
3G/4G signals, usually to and from 
a commercial cellphone tower. With 
private cellphone use, if there is a fair 
signal, full-motion video, voice and 
photograph transmissions are fast and 
reliable—certainly more so than what 
the average user in the field environ-
ment experiences. 

When the user sends data, it is 
packaged and encrypted at the GRRIP 
baseband then converted to a cellular 

signal by the Mobile Broadband Kit. 
The signal is sent to a cell tower, which 
then travels through terrestrial links to 
the Navy Operational Support Center 
in Fort Dix, New Jersey. From there, 
it is pushed to one of the regional hub 
nodes and into the DODIN, where it 
can go to another tactical node, a user 
on a Global Agile Integrated Transport 
connection, or even a garrison/Net-
work Enterprise Center SIPR laptop. 
This usually happens within 100 mil-
liseconds of latency (or less), which 
is several orders of magnitude faster 
than when using the baseline assem-
blages at the brigade combat teams.

Moreover, as most experience with 
personal cellular devices, this tech-
nology works well during movement, 
without needing pristine line-of-
sight to the antenna. Current baseline 
assemblages at the brigade combat 
team struggle here, especially while 
in motion because they are largely 

satellite-dependent. Some can auto-
acquire quickly after vehicle move-
ment has ceased, and that is com-
mendable, but we have not seen them 
used successfully while in motion 
unless on flat surfaces and at slow 
speeds. The majority also use a wave-
form that operates on a shared mesh 
that becomes severely degraded when 
all nodes in the brigade combat team 
are operational. When multiple teams 
are training or validating simultane-
ously, it becomes unusable. 

In operational environments, 3G 
and 4G are already in use. SIM cards 
that will function across the globe are 
available in the 101st Airborne Divi-
sion. However, in some host nations 
with poor infrastructure, the cost con-
version can be exorbitant. Fortunately, 
for stateside training budget purposes, 
the cost is approximately $10 per giga-
byte. That means for $1,000, enough 
video can pass through a GRRIP to fill 

In-Person Event

TechNet Augusta 2021 gives participants the opportunity to examine 
and explore the intricacies of the cyber domain. With assistance 

from the U.S. Army Cyber Center of Excellence and industry experts, 
the conference is designed to open the lines of communication and 

facilitate networking, education and problem solving. 

August 16–19, 2021     |      Augusta Marriott at the Convention Center     |      Augusta, GA
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21 DVDs. Given that tactical opera-
tion centers and commanders on the 
move send mostly emails, Command 
Post of the Future graphics and text-
based messages, a $1,000 SIM card 
can have significant longevity. Several 
SIM cards have lasted the 2nd Bri-
gade Combat Team for 15 months and 
counting, to include a Joint Readiness 
Training Center rotation. 

The issue lies in considering the 
wars of tomorrow and where we 
expect to operate in a contested bat-
tlespace. In a near-peer adversarial 
scenario, we would be unlikely to 
have even degraded line-of-site with 
a trusted cellular provider, but that is 
not as restrictive as it seems. Expe-
ditionary private cellular networks 
have been in use for years. In case of 
a natural disaster, the Federal Emer-
gency Management Agency (FEMA) 
routinely installs its own private cel-
lular network to facilitate the use of 
this highly advantageous technology. 
Forward airfield and Special Opera-
tions Forces consistently utilize similar 
setups. 

One difficulty is that a brigade com-
bat team, in undulating or densely 
forested terrain, would likely need a 
100-foot-plus tower to communicate 
effectively, making the transmission 
site an easy target for the enemy and 
the equipment inconvenient for rapid 
advances through the battlespace. 
However, this limitation has already 
been mitigated in various forms, 
including attaching cellular payloads 
to manned and unmanned aircraft 
and telescoping masts mounted on 
trailers. 

At this point, some assets would 
likely have to be managed at the divi-
sion level. This can be considered an 
improvement to the status quo, given 
that satellite access is managed at the 
U.S. Army Forces Command level 
and beyond. In the case of a private 
cellular network with a “bubble” the 
size of a training area, it is conceivable 
that the management thereof could be 
flattened to the local installation ech-
elons, assuming standing agreements 
between the Federal Communications 
Commission and relevant commercial 
providers were in place. Going further, 
susceptibility to jamming and other 

electronic countermeasures must be 
accounted for as in all other radio 
spectrum use cases.

Overall, the point is not to dimin-
ish the importance of satellite-based 
upper tactical Internetworks. They 
will remain vital for strategic com-
munications. In fact, adding another 
pathway such as cellular could go a 
long way in decreasing the burden on 
precious satellite spectrum resources. 
These resources will become increas-
ingly important when leveraging 
cloud computing and machine learn-
ing, which will be fed by a massive 
amount of data from military Inter-
net of Things sensors. Robust satel-
lite bandwidth will be critical in pass-
ing this data over the horizon to be 
analyzed by strategic planners and 
decision makers augmented with 
advanced algorithmic systems.  

Some may argue against programs 
of record like GRRIP with Mobile 
Broadband Kits because they rely on 
a commercial backbone. This line of 
thinking does not take into account 
all available resources and is likely to 
be proven short-sighted in terms of 
preparing for multidomain operations, 
large-scale combat operations and 
the modern tactical network they will 
require.

While reliability is paramount for 
any soldier’s communications, the ease 
of use and access to this equipment 
is almost of equal importance. Air-
borne and air assault units prefer to 
have the ability to enter environments 
with their equipment on their person, 
something that can be easily accom-
plished with something like a GRRIP 
system because it is only 28 pounds 
and is contained within one to two 
cases. With three to five users running 
off of one GRRIP, assuming there is a 
battalion headquarters deployed with 
three GRRIPs, there would be more 
than enough bandwidth to operate a 
tactical operations center in an aus-
tere environment. Some commanders 
may require less. The initial cost for an 
individual GRRIP could reach as high 
as $70,000, with maintenance costs 
near $5,000 a year. However, consider-
ing that a system like the T2C2 costs 
$350,000-530,000, the GRRIP accom-
plishes a lot for a fraction of the cost.

During large-scale combat opera-
tions and operations in austere environ-
ments, it will be imperative for modern 
warfighters to remain light and agile. 
And they will need to remain in com-
munication with both higher and lower 
echelons. With this in mind, the GRRIP 
dwarfs the bandwidth of other baseline 
assemblages while also being physically 
light and easy to use. Satellite commu-
nications have a role in combat, but to 
remove cellular communications from 
a brigade’s network is a degradation 
in capabilities for current and future 
use. Undoubtedly, spectrum manage-
ment and electronic warfare challenges 
will have to be overcome. As is the case 
with all current transmission sources, 
the necessity, affordability and ease for 
devices like GRRIPs remain relevant in 
large-scale combat operations even if 
it doesn’t completely replace the signal 
infrastructure.

Capt. Chance Foley, USA, is currently 
the information systems engineer for 
the 2nd Brigade Combat Team of the 
101st Airborne Division. He has previ-
ously served with the 75th Ranger Regi-
ment, 3rd Special Forces Group, and 
112th Signal Battalion and holds the 
CISSP, CISM, CCNA, Security +, and 
Network + certifications. For his next 
assignment he will be attending gradu-
ate school at the University of North 
Carolina Chapel Hill.

Maj. Alison Wallace, USA, has served 
in the 82nd Airborne Division, 25th 
Infantry Division and 101st Airborne 
Division, and has instructed at the 
United States Military Academy. She 
has graduate degrees in homeland secu-
rity with a concentration in informa-
tion forensics from Pennsylvania State 
University, and in literature from the 
University of Edinburgh. Her next 
assignment is with the 52nd Signal Bat-
talion in Stuttgart, Germany.

contact: 
signalnews@afcea.org
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COMMUNICATIONS

Tactical Innovation Enables 
Continuous Combat Service

A Regimental Support Squadron leads 
the way in a successful hybrid solution.

BY LT. COL. CHRISTOPHER M. RICHARDSON, USA, 
SGT. MAJ. WILLIE ALLEN, USA AND CAPT. DALLAS R. VILLAREAL, USA

O fficials with the 2nd Cav-
alry Regiment have found 
a unique solution to a soft-
ware challenge while fielding 

the Warfighter Information Network-
Tactical Increment 2. The validation 
of the process could pave the way for 
other units to implement the fix if they 
encounter a similar issue. 

Mission command is the critical 
component in ensuring success under 

a large-scale combat operation. As 
the senior sustainment commander 
and sustainment coordinator within 
the Army’s only forward-stationed 
Stryker Brigade, the 2nd Cavalry Regi-
ment, unfettered access to all elements 
within the regiment is required. 

As defined in the Army Doctrine 
Publication 6-0, mission command 
is “the Army’s approach to com-
mand and control that empowers 

subordinate decision-making and 
emphasizes decentralized execu-
tion appropriate to the situation.” 
This is extremely challenging when 
an area of operations spans across 
the European and African conti-
nents. S6 signal professionals have 
done a superior job ensuring that 
mission command for the 1,170 sol-
diers supporting the 2nd Cavalry 
Regiment across five countries in a 

Lot 9 Satellite Transportable Terminal (Increment 2) faces 
backward in an attempt to lock onto the satellite due to 

the malfunctioning of the sensor and encoder assembly. 
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multinational exercise is properly 
executed. 

The S6 team developed a highly 
innovative approach that overcame a 
technical issue resulting from a newly 
fielded system. Innovation at the tac-
tical level has had strategic impacts 
and has strengthened the forward-
stationed signal enterprise within 
Europe.

As of March 2019, the 2nd Cavalry 
Regiment began its fielding of the Warf-
ighter Information Network-Tactical 
(WIN-T) Increment 2, which included 
a Lot 9 Satellite Transportable Ter-
minal (STT) and Tactical Command 
Node. This new equipment replaced 
the WIN-T Increment 1 system that 
included a Command Post Node and 
Lot 10 STT. The newly issued systems 
would expand the 2nd Cavalry Regi-
ment’s upper tactical Internet capabili-
ties by allowing the network to be estab-
lished while displacing. This capability 
is linked directly to increased surviv-
ability on the battlefield. 

After several months of use, Sgt. 
Anton Mills, USA, senior transmis-
sion system operator-maintainer, and 
Spc. Ryan Frederick, USA, transmis-
sion systems operator maintainer, 
noticed that the primary software that 
maneuvered the STT’s dish started to 
malfunction and failed to geographi-
cally locate the system. 

To ensure operational success, the 
team worked with external agencies to 
address the issue. Leveraging an autho-
rized third-party software to move the 
dish in the appropriate direction to find 
the satellite allowed the establishment of 
upper tactical Internet connectivity.    

After multiple uses of the third-
party software, the temporary fix 
started to fail. Sgt. Mills realized that 
a highly technical expert was requred 
in the 2nd Cavalry Regiment network 
operations to repair the primary soft-
ware and allow the dish to track and 
locate the satellite. As the regimental 
team troubleshot the issue, it identi-
fied another fault with the outdoor 
unit sensor and encoder assembly, 
which translates the dish’s azimuth 
and elevation movement to third-
party software. The dish was no longer 
communicating with the primary and 
third-party software and was deemed 
not mission capable. 

CW2 Ethan Equall, USA, the officer 
in charge of network operations, con-
tacted Dan Hart, the logistic assistance 
representative, to assess and repair 
the STT. After Sgt. Mills worked on 
the STT for several days with Hart, 
he stated that the STT could not be 

Sgt. Anton Mills, USA, senior transmission 
system operator-maintainer, and Spc. 
Ryan Frederick, USA, transmission systems 
operator maintainer, validate the hybrid in 
preparation for Dragoon Ready 2021.

The Army began fielding the Warfighter Information Network–Tactical (WIN-T) Increment 1, 
formerly known as the Joint Network Node Network, in 2004 and completed fielding in 2012 
to all units dedicated to receive the capability. Faced with a software challenge, officials with 
the 2nd Cavalry Regiment’s Regimental Support Squadron came up with a unique solution. 
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hybrid, merging Increment 1 and 
Increment 2 systems within the Euro-
pean Theater. The Regimental Support 
Squadron was leading the way.

Sgt. Mills and Spc. Frederick vali-
dated the hybrid, the successful inte-
gration of the Lot 10 STT and the tac-
tical command node to ensure voice 
and data on the nonsecure Internet 
protocol router network (NIPRnet), 
the secret Internet protocol router 
network (SIPRnet), and Java Manage-
ment Extensions enclaves were work-
ing properly in preparation for com-
bat training center rotation, Dragoon 
Ready 2021. 

Because of Sgt. Mills and Spc. Freder-
ick’s intervention, the Regimental Sup-
port Squadron could establish NIPRnet, 
SIPRnet and coalition Java Manage-
ment Extensions voice and data net-
working, enabling warfighters to com-
municate via upper tactical Internet 
to the regiment. The validation of the 
process allows other units in the 2nd 
Cavalry Regiment, U.S. Army Europe 
and Africa, and the U.S. Army to imple-
ment if they encounter a similar issue. 
This will afford commanders at all levels 
the ability to integrate an Increment 1 
STT and an Increment 2 system if their 
Increment 2 STT presents a similar fail/
malfunction.

Furthermore, this tactical inno-
vation, along with the persevering 

attitude demonstrated by two signal 
professionals, enabled the Regimental 
Support Squadron to provide highly 
survivable and continuous combat 
service support to the Army’s only for-
ward-stationed Stryker Brigade. 

Lt. Col. Christopher M. Richardson, 
USA, is currently the commander of 
the  Regimental Support Squadron, 
2nd Cavalry Regiment. He is a grad-
uate of Command and General Staff 
College, Joint Professional Military 
Education II, and Advanced Navigation 
Operations.

Command Sgt. Maj. (CSM) Willie 
Allen, USA, is currently CSM for Regi-
mental Support Squadron, 2nd Cavalry 
Regiment. He is a graduate of the Ser-
geant Major Academy Class 1968.

Capt. Dallas R. Villarreal, USA, is cur-
rently the S6 officer in charge for Regi-
mental Support Squadron, 2nd Cav-
alry Regiment. She is a graduate of the 
Signal Basic Officer Leaders Course.

COMMUNICATIONS

repaired in Germany. This required the 
team to send its primary mission com-
mand system to the United States for 
an undetermined amount of time. 

This was not a desired course of 
action, as the 2nd Cavalry Regiment 
was preparing to execute an aggressive 
training cyclic. Hart requested addi-
tional assistance from DataPath, the 
CONUS-based vendor for the soft-
ware. The Regimental Support Squad-
ron S6 team and Hart brainstormed 
the idea of collaborating an Incre-
ment 1 STT with the current WIN-T 
Increment 2 systems, thus beginning a 
binding of old and new STT. This was 
truly an innovative idea, as no one in 
Europe had even attempted to build a 
hybrid STT.

Sgt. Mills immediately made an 
appointment with the logistic assis-
tance representative and had the older 
Lot 10 STT, which was staged for turn-
in, brought out of the motor pool and 
moved to the representative’s facility 
for its modification work order. The 
modification entailed the first-ever 
installation of a frequency division 
multiple access modem into an Incre-
ment 1 STT.

To implement the modem, Sgt. Mills 
started the complex process of fus-
ing two switches that were developed 
by two different companies, Cisco 
and Brocade. Switches play a key 
role in the overall operations of the 
STT, as they allow multiple pieces of 
hardware to communicate through-
out the STT. Programming languages 
will enable the user to configure the 
switch by using commands to man-
age settings. The challenge was that 
the two switches used different pro-
gramming languages. For the Cisco 
and Brocade switches to pass data 
from the frequency division multiple 
access modem to each other, it needed 
a virtual local area network created to 
bridge the switches. 

Once Sgt. Mills and Spc. Frederick 
created the virtual local area network, 
the frequency division multiple access 
modem in the STT could communicate 
and pass data through the integrated 
switches, allowing it to communicate 
with Increment 2 systems and success-
fully establishing upper tactical Inter-
net. This was the first known successful 
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Government customers including the 
U.S. Defense Department (DoD) and 
others leverage Bluescape’s virtual 
collaboration solution to increase 
situational awareness and visual 
intelligence, deployable on a public or 

private cloud network and on-prem 
for maximum flexibility and security.

“Digital transformation places a high 
premium on data and the actional 
intelligence it produces,” said Demian 
Entrekin, chief technology officer at 
Bluescape. “Solutions that will survive 
government and commercial scrutiny 
must make sure that data is readily 
accessible and protected.” 

In May, Bluescape entered a level 
4 authority to operate (ATO) that 
provides all Defense Department 
personnel—uniformed and civilian—
access to Bluescape technology. 
“In today’s new working world, 
we recognize the mission-critical 
need for secure environments that 
provide collaboration in real-time,” 
Bluescape CEO Peter Jackson said 
in a press statement announcing 
the ATO. “We’re humbled to help 
pioneer the next phase of digitization 
within the DoD and are thrilled our 
software will play an integral role in 
accelerating innovation within the 
defense ecosystem.”

War Rooms Reimagined

SPECIAL INTEREST EDITORIAL

Harnessing the power of a virtualized, real-time 
and cyber secure collaboration platform.

BY SANDRA JONTZ

As if cyber vulnerabilities during 
the pre-pandemic years weren’t 
worrisome enough, now cyber 
warriors must contend with a slate 
of issues. A new concern is two-
fold: How to shore up the creep of 
pervasive vulnerabilities introduced 
by a remote and hybrid workforce 
and how to harness and empower 
it with efficiencies, built-in security 
and ease-of-use solutions to help get 
the job done—at speed and scale.    

The spike in cyber attacks and 
breaches are more concerning 
than ever, as noted in the new 
cybersecurity executive order 
signed by President Joseph Biden 
on May 12. The urgency for 
both enhanced security and the 
collaboration tools to meet the 
demands for distributed, real-time 
and asynchronous information 
sharing is palpable. 

The need: secure, virtualized 
war rooms.

Enter Bluescape. The California-
based platform-as-a-service (PaaS) 
provider makes secure collaborative 
work possible in a shared digital 
workspace—from anywhere, on 
any device. The company’s solutions 
centralize data and intelligence in 
a single pane of glass to meet 
several mission needs, including 
but not limited to:
• Unifying streams of 

information to create a 
common operating picture.

• Enabling fast-paced, 
decentralized operations 
across command structures.

• Increasing the flow of shareable 
data and intelligence to teams 
and mission partners.

The Next-Best 
Thing to Being in 
the Same Room 
with Your Team 
Do just about anything you 
can do gathered in a room:

• Whiteboarding
• Brainstorming
• Presentations
• Content Reviews
• Project Management
• Strategic Planning
• Decision Making
• Customer Meetings
• Education and Training
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and the platform was corroborated 
shortly after the pandemic shuttered 
businesses and affected government 
operations in March 2020. Years of 
preparation positioned Bluescape to be 
at-the-ready with its solution when a 
government office of medical support 
personnel needed an immediate action 
plan to track and report transmission 
of the virus across its workforce.

The resulting plan was briefed to 
the medical director office within 
30 minutes, a tight turnaround 
for such a massive-scale problem. 
How? Bluescape’s capabilities 
allowed participating nurses and 
doctors to simultaneously design, 
edit and collaborate on a response 
plan in real-time and from multiple 
geographic locations, saving precious 
time and effort.

By bringing teams, their content 
and their applications all into one 
virtual workspace, Bluescape makes 
collaboration more effective and 
teams more connected. “Bluescape 
is nonprescriptive in the way it 
allows people to create their work 
environment,” Entrekin said. “In 
other words, sometimes not having 
the perfect bespoke tool is the best 
option you can have. Bluescape is 
more of a workbench than a hammer. 
It lets customers visually decide what 
they need, and to design and make 
decisions from there.” 

The Silicon Valley-based company 
continues to scale and innovate to 
accommodate the growing demand 
for its collaborative canvas and 
flexible cloud platform. Recent 
innovations include integrations 
with Cisco Webex, Zoom and 
Microsoft Teams. Bluescape’s 
abilities to enable remote and hybrid 
workforces were recognized when it 
was named to Fast Company’s annual 
list of the World’s Most Innovative 
Companies earlier this year.

For more information, go to 

www.bluescape.com

For years, the Defense Department—
in fact, the whole of the U.S. 
government—has labored to 
modernize its information technology 
infrastructure. The ATO, entered into 
with the Naval Systems Engineering 
Resource Center (NSERC), brings a 
critical visual collaboration solution to 
the DoD to help in the department’s 
modernization effort and provide 
turnkey secure cloud services that 
support the warfighter mission. 

“As the DoD continues to modernize, 
we are excited to have received 
an ATO for the new NSERC 
environment, which includes cloud 
applications that can be built and 
deployed across the entire DoD,” Bob 
Simmons, NSERC Program Manager 
at Naval Sea Systems Command, said 
in a statement. “NSERC provides 
mission partners with secure cloud 
services that support the warfighter 
mission, and users can continue to 
drive faster decisions, no matter 
where they are located.”

On the commercial side, the 
Ford Motor Company is one of 
many Fortune 100 companies to 
have invested in Bluescape to 
develop its remote and hybrid 
workplace strategy and boost 
productivity and employee retention.

But for all its recent successes, 
Bluescape’s vision began years 
before the recent pandemic struck. 

The company was founded in 
2012, initially creating immersive, 
multiscreen, collaborative workspaces 
before shifting entirely to a cloud-
based solution for virtual work. 
“Virtual workspaces let teams create 
and gather around their content to 
see the big picture and every small 
detail, all in one place, and without 
compromising security,” Entrekin said.

In 2015, Bluescape partnered 
with technology integration and 
consulting service Bridge Core 
to enable government leaders to 
share information, collaborate on 
that information and make up-to-
date decisions rapidly in a digital 
environment. Fast forward five years, 
and the value of the partnership 

SPECIAL INTEREST EDITORIAL

®
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AFCEA Educational Activities

2021 ROTC 
Honor Awards

The AFCEA ROTC Honor Award is designed to recognize ROTC 
cadet and midshipman achievement in leadership and academics. 
Recipients of the ROTC Honor Award are required to be in their 
junior year of school and selected by individual professors of military 
science, naval science or aerospace studies in accordance with the 
appropriate service department regulations. Nominees should dem-
onstrate high academic achievement. 

This year, AFCEA mailed out 112 awards to students in STEM 
fields and ROTC programs at their universities or nearby universi-
ties, and received photos back from a few award ceremonies. For 
more information visit www.afcea.org/site/ROTC-Honor-Award. 
Congrats to this year’s winners!

Cadet Hardy Stone, USA, Texas Christian University, 
pauses for a photo following an award ceremony in 
which he was awarded an AFCEA ROTC Award.

Cadet Ian Gillett, USA, Universi-
ty of Texas at Arlington, receives 
an AFCEA ROTC Honor Award.

Cadet Joshua Carlson, USAF, Marquette University, 
pictured with Lt. Col. William Lewis, USAF, is the 
recipient of an AFCEA ROTC Honor Award.

Cadet Wess Moore, USA, University of Arkansas, poses for photos after receiving an AFCEA ROTC Honor Award.

Cadet Keon Brown, USA, University of 
North Texas, receives an AFCEA ROTC Award 
from SFC Kenneth DiCristofano, USA.
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AFCEAN of the Month

Jimmie C. Ray
ARKLATEX CHAPTER

J immie Ray has made notable contributions to the 
ArkLaTex Chapter as the vice president of membership 
for the last two years. This past year, despite COVID 

and other goal-impeding challenges, he added 28 new 
members. Ray also worked closely with local high school 

curriculum and guidance personnel to disperse free student AFCEA member-
ships to high school students enrolled in STEM classes and planning to pur-
sue higher-level STEM degrees. Additionally, with the help of senior enlisted 
members of several organizations throughout Barksdale Air Force Base, Ray 
dispersed free memberships to junior enlisted and junior government civilians.  

A true communicator, he single-handedly contacted 100 percent of the 
chapter’s membership, requesting participation in the “Bring a Friend 
Aboard” challenge for AFCEA’s 75th anniversary.  Realizing membership is 
also about retention of current members, Ray implemented a policy to con-
tact all members whose membership was about to expire, reminding them it 
was time for renewal.  

Finally, as a scholarship committee member, he scored scholarship applica-
tions for the chapter’s renowned scholarship program packages, guaranteeing 
only the most worthy applicants were awarded scholarships. Ray’s cool-under-
pressure and get-it-done work ethic makes him a valuable member of the chap-
ter and its board of directors. During the day, Ray is a program analyst for the 
Air Force Nuclear Command, Control and Communications Center, Barksdale 
Air Force Base, Louisiana, overseeing the acquisition of new systems and capa-
bilities. For his outstanding contributions and dedication to the association and 
the chapter, AFCEA is proud to name Jimmie C. Ray AFCEAN of the month.

Carroll Communications
CI-IT
Colossal Contracting LLC
Cratis Automation Solutions LLC
GovTech
Intelligence Directives
International Anti Crime 

Academy (IACA)
Lucayan Technology Solutions 

LLC
Mission Sync LLC
Nexlegacy Construction and 

Tech Solutions
Orion Innovations
Rebellion Defense
SAF North America LLC
SGS North America Inc.
Take2 Consulting LLC
WeWork

Association News
AFCEA Website www.afcea.org  •  Online Directories www.afcea.org/directories  •  SIGNAL Online www.afcea.org/signal 

AFCEA Main Number (703) 631-6100  •  For a full list of AFCEA contacts, visit http://url.afcea.org/contacts

Listed below are the latest 
organizations to become corporate 
members of AFCEA International. 
A capabilities statement for each 
new member will be published 
in this issue or in the future. 
A complete list of corporate 
members is available online at 
www.afcea.org/membership/
corporate/corporates.jsp.

New 
Corporate 
Members

Corporate Capability Statements
The following new AFCEA corporate members have recently completed online capability listings. 
See the full profiles of these and other AFCEA corporate members in searchable form at www.afcea.org/directories.

CRATIS AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS LLC
Frederick, MD 21702
(210) 900-0264 • Email: info@cratis-solutions.com
Website: www.cratis-solutions.com 
President and CEO: Awet B. Goitom
Business Focus: Cratis Automation Solutions believes that 
simple is better. This is why the company wants to take 
complicated infrastructure and processes and make them easy 

to implement, scale and sustain, allowing more focus on a 
growing business.
Products/Services: DevSecOps; automation and orchestration; 
cloud solutions; cloud computing and infrastructure; project 
management; cybersecurity; and data and analytics.
Clients: U.S. Defense Department, the National Background 
Investigation Services and Perspecta.
Business Type: Minority- and service-disabled veteran-owned 
small business. 
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After the past period of COVID-19 restrictions and following the mission of AFCEA to connect people, 
ideas and solutions, which it has successfully done for 75 years now, it is time to reconnect and discuss 
new requirements, new concepts, new products and new solutions in person. Such an exchange of 
ideas should be offered in the closest proximity to where our governmental partners are located. 
AFCEA Europe invites you to participate in AFCEA TechNet International #New Forum and Exhibition 
14 - 15 September 2021 at The Square, right in the heart of Brussels and inform the NATO and EU IT 
community based in Brussels and SHAPE about what technology your company has to offer.

TechNet International #New will feature:
#Technology – The industry exhibition is a unique opportunity to showcase and discuss your 
product or service in-person to the attendees after the long period of no face-to-face contact. 

#Networking – Meet specialists from national governments, 
defence and security bodies, NATO and EU, as well as industry and academia.

#Developments, research and hot topics – During the conference sessions 
and industry presentations, the following key topics and much more will be discussed: 
• Cyber Security • C4ISR • Artificial Intelligence • Data Analytics • Cloud Services • 5G • And more

REGISTRATION OPENS 2 AUGUST.
Exhibit and sponsorship opportunities, 
industry demos: europe@afcea.org

More information: https://www.afcea.org/europe 

Event supported by 

Event Partner 

      Security 
   & Defence

European

E
S
D

THE CALL FOR ABSTRACTS IS OPEN
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GREAKTECH LLC
7410 Northside Drive, Suite 270, North Charleston, SC 29420
(833) 475-8324 • Website: www.greaktech.com
CEO: Michael A. Gazley
Business Focus: Back in 2017, two friends decided to come 
together and provide a software development process that 
focuses on the customer as well as providing a fantastic 
service. GreakTech is dedicated to being at the forefront of 
technology while focusing on the classical roots of computer 
science. GreakTech wants to provide the best experience 
as it guides the customer through the process of designing, 
developing, testing and providing a fully functional, smooth 
application to help businesses succeed in whatever way 
needed. GreakTech aims to be different from its competitors 
by being transparent about the process, communicative about 
what is going on with a customer’s software and providing the 
customer with the best experience.
Products/Services: Application development; cybersecurity; 
cloud systems development; and project and process 
management.
Clients: Schneider, LCPtracker and Bellwether Technologies.
Business Type: Small business.

INTERNATIONAL 
ANTI CRIME ACADEMY
Ericssonstraat 2, Rijen 5121 ML, Netherlands
+31(0)161712002 • Email: info@anti-crime-academy.com
Website: www.anti-crime-academy.com
Business Focus: The International Anti Crime Academy (IACA) is 
a member of the International Association of Law Enforcement 
Intelligence Analysts and is licensed to operate by the Dutch 
Ministry of Justice, the Dutch Central Register for Vocational 
Training and the Center for Post Higher Education.
Products/Services: IACA provides higher educational programs 
in the field of open source intelligence (OSINT) and cyber 
human intelligence (HUMINT).
Business Type: Small business. 

INVICTI SECURITY
220 Industrial Boulevard, Suite 102, Austin, TX 78745
Email: fedgov@invicti.com • Website: www.invicti.com/fedgov 
CEO: Ferruh Mavituna
Business Focus: Invicti Security is changing the way web 
applications are secured. A global leader in web application 
security for more than 15 years, Invicti’s dynamic and 
interactive application security products help government 
entities scale their overall security operations, make the best 
use of their security resources and engage developers in 
helping to improve their overall security posture.
Products/Services: Invicti’s products, Acunetix and Netsparker, 
automate application vulnerability identification, confirmation 
and management to keep public information and critical 
infrastructure secure.
Business Type: Small business. 

SGS
201 Route 17 North, Rutherford, NJ 07070
(201) 508-3000 • Email: katie.warlick@sgs.com
Website: www.sgs.com
Business Focus: Combining global coverage with local 
knowledge, unrivaled experience and expertise in virtually 
every industry, SGS covers the entire supply chain from raw 
materials to final consumption. SGS’ comprehensive range 
of world-leading inspection and verification services, such 
as checking the condition and weight of traded goods at 
transshipment, helping control quantity and quality, and meeting 
all relevant regulatory requirements across different regions and 
markets. SGS’ global network of testing facilities, staffed by 
knowledgeable and experienced personnel, enable the reduction 
of risks, shorten time to market and test the quality, safety and 
performance of products against relevant health, safety and 
regulatory standards. The company enables the customer to 
demonstrate that their products, processes, systems or services 
are compliant with either national or international standards and 
regulations or customer defined standards, through certification. 
SGS ensures that products and services comply with global 
standards and local regulations.
Products/Services: Third-party certifications against industry 
standards; customized audits; training services; supply chain 
risk management; information security expertise; business 
continuity management systems; penetrative testing; and 
supply chain audits.
Annual Sales: $6.5 billion.

TAKE2 CONSULTING LLC
1593 Spring Hill Road, Suite 710, Vienna, VA 22182
(888) TAKE2-03 • Email: info@take2it.com
Website: www.take2it.com
CEO: Lisa Kurz
Business Focus: Take2 is an innovative information technology 
(IT) staffing and consulting small business dedicated to the rapid 
identification, placement and retention of highly skilled resources 
on complex federal IT projects across federal civilian government 
agencies and defense and intelligence community clients. Take2 
is a trusted partner to its clients, offering both traditional staffing 
and subcontractor services, with the flexibility to operate like a 
staffing firm but also have the expertise, employees and past 
performance of a typical subcontractor. Take2 works side-by-side 
as a partner with its clients, to develop flexible delivery models 
and the teams who drive to delivery excellence. 
Products/Services: Building People Clouds; customized 
on-demand talent; key personnel support; resume and letters 
of intent for proposals; competitive pricing rates and support; 
incumbent capture; flexible employment options for consultants; 
past performance on large complex engagements; rapid response 
and just-in-time (JIT) recruiting; expertise in multiple skill sets and 
verticals; expedited onboarding process; and dedicated recruiters 
specialized in required technical areas.
Business Type: Small business.

Find. Download. Solve.
The SIGNAL Media Resource Library provides 
you with content that is relevant to your job.

www.afcea.org/signal/resources
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In Memoriam: Master Sgt. Daniel G. Carvalho, USA (Ret.)

One of AFCEA’s longest-lasting 
members recently passed away 
at the age of 99. Master Sgt. 

Daniel G. Carvalho, USA (Ret.), was 
a founding member of the AFCEA 
Hawaii Chapter in 1953 after serving 
in active duty during World War II and 
the Korean War.

A native of Hawaii, Dan joined the 
Army in the wake of the Pearl Har-
bor attacks of December 7, 1941, and 
he served in the Army Signal Corps. 
While on active duty in Japan after 
the war, he was thrust into combat in 
Korea in 1950. He later served in the 
Pentagon as a noncommissioned offi-
cer in charge of all cryptology equip-
ment, including those supporting the 
president of the United States.

In an interview with SIGNAL com-
memorating AFCEA’s 70th anniver-
sary in 2016, Dan described some of 

the changes that transpired over the 
decades since he joined the Army 
in 1941. He cited in particular how 
some of the communications equip-
ment that helped win World War II 
was woefully inadequate in the frozen 
hills of Korea. “Our systems [in Korea] 
were so obsolete,” he related. “It was 
terrible. I’ve never seen such bad 
communications. We had hardly any-
thing—we didn’t have half the equip-
ment [we needed].” Soldiers relied 
heavily on the EE-8 telephone, which 
required cranking to initiate commu-
nications that were poor in quality. 
“Most of the time, you could almost 
yell louder than you could receive,” he 
recounted.

Retiring from the Army after 23 years, 
he worked as an electrical engineer for 
Philco-Ford. When the company was 
acquired by the U.S. government, Dan 

became a civil servant and returned to 
his home state of Hawaii as a micro-
wave engineer at Hickham Air Force 
Base. He retired from civil service in 
1985 but remained active in the Hawaii 
Chapter as a Distinguished Life Mem-
ber. He was a familiar face at each 
annual TechNet Asia-Pacific—now 
TechNet Indo-Pacific—until his pass-
ing earlier this year.

In the 2016 interview, he reflected 
on how there is no comparison 
between today’s military communica-
tions systems and those he struggled 
with in the early 1950s. “You can’t beat 
them now,” he declared.

The Korean War Legacy Foundation 
documented his living history six years 
ago when Dan was 93 years old. You are 
invited to read it and listen to his videos 
posted at: https://koreanwarlegacy.org/
interviews/daniel-carvalho/.

FORMER SIGNAL EDITOR IN CHIEF PASSES AWAY

AFCEA is saddened by the death of Clarence A. 
“Rob” Robinson Jr., former editor in chief of SIGNAL 
Magazine. Rob served as editor in chief of SIGNAL 

from September 1989 to October 1998, when he retired. 
During his nine years running 
SIGNAL, Rob transformed the 
magazine from a sleepy tech-
nical journal running entirely 
contributed articles to a vibrant 
news magazine fueled by a staff 
of reporters that broke stories of 
great importance to the national 
security community.

Rob’s career didn’t start with 
SIGNAL, of course. He enlisted 
in the Marine Corps in the 
early 1950s, where he served in 
combat during the Korean War. 
During the 1960s, he served two tours of duty in Vietnam. 
During the course of his distinguished Marine Corps ser-
vice lasting more than two decades, he was awarded more 
than 30 medals or commendations, including two Bronze 
Stars with combat Vs and two Purple Hearts.

His journalism career carried him to several print and 
broadcasting outlets. It was his reporting as Aviation Week 
& Space Technology’s senior military editor that brought 
him to national prominence. He broke many stories about 
Soviet weapons capabilities and the U.S. Strategic Defense 
Initiative (SDI). Among his one-on-one interviewees was 
then-President Ronald Reagan. He won several awards at 

that magazine, including the Overseas Press Club Award for 
coverage from Iraq of the Iran-Iraq War in the 1980s. Tele-
vision appearances on 60 Minutes and Nightline cemented 
his reputation as a national subject matter expert. 

After leaving Aviation Week, Rob formed his own consult-
ing firm until SIGNAL Magazine came calling in 1989. With 
the changes he wrought at SIGNAL, the magazine grew in 
prestige and influence. Articles and column entries were 
placed in the Congressional Record and even discussed in 
arms control debates in congressional committees. Stories 
broken by SIGNAL were picked up by publications such as 
the Washington Post, Time Magazine and Scientific American. 
Accordingly, SIGNAL began winning journalist peer awards 
from groups such as the Aviation/Space Writers Association 
and the American Society of Business Publication Editors. 
After Rob retired in 1998, he continued to write on an occa-
sional basis as the magazine’s editor at large.

Rob’s effect on SIGNAL went far beyond its professional 
reputation. He inherited and assembled a staff that he instilled 
with a strong sense of belonging to something bigger. Every-
one who worked for Rob felt they were a part of a special 
team, and he did everything he could to nurture that mindset. 
He made it clear that his people mattered, and “family comes 
first” was more than just a slogan for Rob and his staff. In all 
aspects, Rob lifted SIGNAL Magazine to the levels of quality it 
continues to aspire to today. He will be long remembered and 
sorely missed by all who knew him.

With his passing at age 87, he is survived by his wife of 
50 years, Doris Robinson; three sons: William, Mitch and 
Michael; four granddaughters and a grandson.
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AFCEA Sustaining Members*

A.M. Fadida Consulting
Abacus Technology 

Corporation
Accenture
Aerospace Corporation, The
AT&T Government 

Solutions
Avaya Government 

Solutions
BAE Systems
BeyondTrust Inc.
Boeing Company, The
Booz Allen Hamilton
CA Technologies
CACI Inc.
Carahsoft Technology Corp.
CGI
Chenega MIOS
Cisco Systems Inc.
Cole Engineering Services 

Inc.

Collins Aerospace
Comcast Business Services
CommScope
Dell Technologies
Deloitte LLP
Elastic Federal
Ernst & Young (EY) GPS
FedData Technology 

Solutions
Fortinet Inc.
General Dynamics IT
General Dynamics Mission 

Systems
General Micro Systems Inc.
Google Inc.
GovTech
Guidehouse
Hewlett Packard Enterprise
HP Inc.
Insperity
Intelsat General Corporation

Jacobs
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
L3Harris Technologies
Leidos
Lockheed Martin 

Corporation
Lumen Technologies Inc.
ManTech International 

Corp.
McAfee Inc.
Micro Focus US Inc.
Microsoft Corporation
MITRE Corporation, The
Motorola-U.S. Fed. Gov’t 

Markets Div.
NEC Corporation of 

America
NetApp
Netscout Systems
NICE inContact
Noblis

Northrop Grumman 
Corporation

NTT DATA Federal Services 
Inc.

Oracle America Inc.
Parsons
Peraton
Perspecta
Poly
Raytheon Company
SAIC
Samsung Electronics America
Serco Inc.
ServiceNow
Telos Corporation
Teradata Government 

Systems
Tyto Athene LLC
USAA
Verizon
ViON Corporation

* List is current as of May 5, 2021. A complete list of AFCEA’s corporate members is available at www.afcea.org/membership.

Virtual Career Fair
JULY 15, 2021 • 1-4 PM EST

Don’t miss your chance to meet directly with employers looking to hire 
IT professionals in the government/military IT contracting space!

Register today for the AFCEA Virtual Career Fair!
event.afcea.org/VirtualCareerFair
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INTERNATIONAL

CHAPTER 
NEWS

Edited by Megan Lee
EDITORIAL POLICY: Chapter News must 

be received by the 20th of the month 
two months prior to publication date.

Aberdeen
C5ISR Center Associate Director 
Shares Importance of CRADAs

In March, the chapter hosted a technol-
ogy engagement discussion with Chuck 
Hoppe, associate director for science, tech-
nology & engineering, Command, Con-
trol, Communications, Computers, Cyber, 
Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnais-
sance (C5ISR) Center. Hoppe is responsible 
for oversight of the organization’s science, 
technology, and engineering portfolio.

The C5ISR Center is an Army applied 
research and advanced technology devel-
opment center under the U.S. Army Com-
bat Capabilities Development Command, 
or DEVCOM, a major subordinate com-
mand of the U.S. Army Futures Command.

The center discovers and develops inno-
vative technologies that enable information 
superiority and tactical overmatch for the 
country’s most important customer: the 
joint forces. As the Army’s primary inte-
grator of C5ISR technologies and systems, 
the center conducts applied research and 
development, or R&D, across a wide vari-
ety of capability areas that touch all six of 
the Army’s modernization priorities.

Hoppe shared how the recent DEVCOM 
Future of Work Study allows the command 
to adapt to a new norm and move forward 
based on feedback from the workforce. He 
also touched on the importance of Coop-
erative Research and Development Agree-
ments, or CRADAs, sharing that the center 
has 107 such agreements. CRADAs are a 
vital technology transfer mechanism for 

ABERDEEN—In March, Chuck Hoppe, associ-
ate director for science, technology, and engi-
neering, Command, Control, Communications, 
Computers, Cyber, Intelligence, Surveillance and 
Reconnaissance Center, shares the significance 
of the future of work study.

ABERDEEN—At the April leadership forum, 
John Willison, deputy to the commanding gener-
al, Combat Capabilities Development Command, 
and Nancy Kreidler, director, Cybersecurity and 
Information Assurance, Army CIO/G-6, share 
leadership experiences with the forum.

BELVOIR—In April, the chapter announces its 
first Kevin Carroll Scholarship for Excellence.

removing barriers to collaboration, obtain-
ing long-term value, and high returns on 
R&D investments. Lastly, Hoppe gave the 
audience a multidomain facility overview.
Emerging Leaders Continue 
Virtual Leadership Forum

In April, the chapter’s Emerging Lead-
ers hosted the third quarterly leadership 
forum featuring John Willison, depu-
ty to the commanding general, Combat 
Capabilities Development Command, 
and Nancy Kreidler, director, Cyberse-
curity and Information Assurance, Army 
CIO/G-6.

This engaging session provided anoth-
er unique opportunity to openly discuss 
leadership qualities in the time of COVID, 
career progression, the power of networking 
and mentorships, the importance of higher 
education and training, and much more. 
The virtual leadership forums are geared 
toward young professionals and those who 
recently transitioned into a career in the 
government contracting space.

This third event gave attendees a unique 
chance to ask questions, seek advice, 
enrich professional networks and poten-
tially develop mentor-mentee relation-
ships. Willison and Kreidler (both certi-
fied leadership coaches) openly presented 
their thoughts and experiences on person-
al development and how this led to their 
leadership styles. This interactive session, 
full of laughs and poignant moments, pro-
vided attendees with real-world lessons to 
apply to their personal journeys.

Belvoir
First Annual Kevin Carroll Scholarship 
for Excellence Announced

The chapter is honored to announce 
the first annual Kevin Carroll Scholarship 
for Excellence. The Kevin Carroll Scholar-
ship for Excellence is the most prestigious 
scholarship offered by the chapter’s Educa-
tion Program. Carroll’s legacy of service, 
leadership, mentoring and empowering 
others lives in this scholarship.

Carroll spent his life serving and sup-
porting others. He was dedicated to his 
family, friends, colleagues and espe-
cially the American warfighter. He spent 
the majority of his adult life serving the 
people. He began his career serving as 

an enlisted soldier in the U.S. Army and 
attending college. Carroll’s civilian career 
began in the U.S. Coast Guard as a con-
tract specialist. He eventually moved back 
to the Army, rose through the ranks and 
ultimately retired from the Senior Execu-
tive Service, where he led the Army’s Pro-
gram Executive Office for Enterprise Infor-
mation Systems.

Education was one of the pillars of Car-
roll’s success. He obtained his undergrad-
uate and postgraduate degrees from the 
University of Maryland at College Park, 
where he was a proud Terrapin and sup-
ported his alma mater. Carroll ensured 
that all of his employees had the opportu-
nity to further their education throughout 
their careers. The chapter and its education 
program were important to him because 
of the opportunities presented to others. 
The program became part of the reason he 
supported and always drove participation 
in the chapter’s largest fundraising event—
AFCEA Belvoir Industry Days.

The chapter annually awards scholar-
ships to qualified students pursuing 
degrees in the STEM fields and those sup-
portive of national security. Since 2005, 
the AFCEA Belvoir Scholarship program 
has awarded over $1.2 million to deserving 
students and schools in the Washington, 
D.C., metropolitan area. Proceeds from all 
chapter events and sponsorships go direct-
ly to its scholarship, community and grant 
programs.

Information, eligibility and sub-
mission instructions can be found 
here: https://belvoir.afceachapters.org/
kevin-carroll-scholarship-excellence

Bethesda
Chapter Named International 
2021 Model Chapter

The chapter is pleased to announce its 
induction into the AFCEA Internation-
al 2021 Model Chapter program. Kath-
leen Cowles, chapter president-elect, and 
partner, Deep Water Point LLC, won the 
Medal of Merit Award. Additionally, Ali 
Kavianpour, chapter vice president for 
operations, and account executive, Red 
River; and Katie Keegan, senior enterprise 
account manager, public sector, Citrix Sys-
tems, were also honored to be recognized 
as winners of the Young AFCEA 40 Under 
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During National Robotics week in April, the 
chapter teamed with MassRobotics to bring 
“hands-on” STEM robotics kits and curriculum to 
Boston high school students and educators at the 
John D. O’Bryant High School of Mathematics and 
Science; Madison Park Technical Vocational High 
School; Boston Community Leadership Academy; 
and New Mission High School. The brainchild of 
the chapter’s secretary and vice president of opera-
tions, the chapter and MassRobotics collaborated 
to secure sponsors and funding for BrainCo Neu-
romaker robotic hand kits and scholarships for 
students. Teachers and students were provided 
kits and workshops to teach them how to build 
the hands and program them to do simple tasks. 
Included with the kits was a learning platform 
curriculum for the most and least experienced stu-
dents and teachers. As “leave behinds,” teachers can 
now reuse the kits every year.

The chapter thanks The MITRE Corporation 
and Toyota Research Institute (TRI) for “adopt-
ing” the schools and sending employees to work 
with the students to build and program the kits 
as well as discuss future STEM opportunities and 
provide advice on career paths. Thanks also to the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Lincoln 
Laboratory, which contributed funding to support 
this endeavor. The students competed in an essay 
contest with the following prompts: If you could 
go back in time, how would you use robotics to 
change an event in history? (from The MITRE 
Corporation); If you could choose your dream 
career in STEM, how would you like to affect the 
world? (from TRI).

Prizes of $1,500 for first place, $1,000 for second 
place and $500 for third place were awarded to 
the authors of the winning essays. Kevan Kivlan, 
chapter president, noted: “Part of our mission is to 
support students pursuing STEM disciplines. This 
was a perfect venue for just that.” TRI’s press release 
quoted Kerri Fetzer-Borelli, head of diversity, equi-
ty, inclusion and community engagement at TRI: 
“It’s energizing to see public, private and nonprofit 
sectors coming together to bring robotics curricu-
lum to Boston public high schools.” From a publi-
cation of The MITRE Corporation, David Moody, 
director of Bedford, Massachusetts, operations and 
strategic development, said, “Being strategic part-
ners with local organizations like MassRobotics and 
AFCEA—and having passionate employees who 
are also part of these organizations—you naturally 
become part of the fabric of the regional innovation 
ecosystem.” The chapter and MassRobotics plan to 
expand the program next year to include additional 
schools. For additional information and/or con-
tributions to next year’s expansion, contact info@
massrobotics.org.

Lexington-Concord

LEXINGTON-CONCORD—In April, Boston Community Leadership Academy and 
New Mission High School students and educators join in a group photo to display 
the robotic hands they constructed and programmed during RoboWeek 2021.

Chapter Partners with 
MassRobotics for RoboWeek 2021

LEXINGTON-CONCORD—In April, students and teachers from John D. O’Bryant 
High School of Mathematics and Science and Madison Park Technical Vocational High 
School proudly display the results of their robotic hand builds during RoboWeek 2021.

LEXINGTON- 
CONCORD— 
Khalif Mitchell, 
volunteer, The 
MITRE Corporation, 
assists a student 
with building a 
robotic hand during 
the chapter and 
MassRobotics 
collaboration to 
promote STEM 
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40 Award. The chapter also received rec-
ognition via the Albert J. Myer Award for 
Individual Member Growth.

The AFCEA International Awards pro-
gram recognizes the outstanding contri-
butions of individuals in the communica-
tions, electronics, intelligence and infor-
mation technology disciplines. In addition, 
AFCEA’s chapters are recognized for out-
standing support to the association.

Czech
Czech Cyber Team 
Wins CTF Qualifiers

The chapter’s CzechCyberTeam, an 
AFCEA student club, won the qualifiers of 
the Midnight Sun Capture the Flag (CTF) 
competition in the AFCEA category and 
will attend the finals in Sweden.

Midnight Sun CTF is one of the world’s 
largest CTF events. In 2021, 662 teams 
from 87 countries took part. The chapter’s 
team scored 882 points and placed 42nd in 
the overall standings.

A CTF competition provides the oppor-
tunity for teams (or individuals) to chal-
lenge and compete in the art of computer 
security. In the simplest case, the team 
gathers points by finding and exploiting 
vulnerabilities to gain access to hidden or 
protected data, known as the “flag.”

Lexington-Concord
Chapter Awards $33,000 
in ROTC Scholarships

The chapter recognized 21 of the most 
outstanding ROTC cadets and midship-
men from across the Northeast with 
$1,500 scholarships at its annual ROTC 
scholarship ceremony held virtually in 
April. First Lt. Pat Backus, USAF, master of 
ceremonies, welcomed all and introduced 
Rear Adm. Brian Corey, USN, program 
executive officer for Unmanned Avia-
tion and Strike Weapons, U.S. Navy. The 
admiral delivered a motivational keynote 
address on his career experiences and the 
challenges of military service, urging the 
cadets and midshipman to set high stan-
dards of excellence; be rigorous in their 
mission planning; prepare their minds by 
“getting in the zone” to execute; and com-
mit to life-long learning, noting that in 
today’s world, they will experience rapid 
changes and must be prepared to adapt. 
Lt. Backus then recognized each scholar-
ship winner. They included: Cadet Max 
Ellsworth, USAF, Boston University (BU); 
Cadet Alexander Rosenthal, USA, BU; 
Midshipman Jonas Escobar, USN, BU; 
Midshipman Leo Kahan, USN, College of 
the Holy Cross; Midshipman Tristan Walk-
er, USN, Maine Maritime Academy; Cadet 
Noah Jones, USAF, Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology (MIT); Cadet Erik Thomp-
son, USA, MIT; Midshipman Juliana Sill-
dorff, USN, MIT; Cadet Elizabeth Ergill, 
USA, Northeastern University; Cadet 
Nathan Callahan, USAF, Norwich Uni-
versity; Cadet Brenden Apolinario, USA, 
Norwich University; Midshipman Cath-
erine Rasmussen, USN, Norwich Univer-
sity; Cadet Eric Shields, USA, University of 
Massachusetts (UMASS)-Amherst; Cadet 

Adam Hoolahan, USAF, UMASS-Amherst; 
Cadet Ryan Kless, USAF, UMASS-Lowell; 
Cadet Ty Schneider, USA, University of 
Maine; Cadet Isaac Abitabilo, USAF, Uni-
versity of New Hampshire (UNH); Cadet 
Nicholas Vincent, USA, UNH; Cadet Tay-
lor Catlin, USA, University of Vermont; 
Cadet Trevor Shrady; USAF, Worcester 
Polytechnic Institute (WPI); and Cadet 
Ian Weston, USA, WPI. Lt. Backus then 
announced the winner of this year’s Gen-
eral Bernard Schriever Award, which car-
ries an additional $1,500 scholarship to the 
most outstanding cadet or midshipman 
among all awardees. This year’s recipient 
was Cadet Jones.

Following the presentations, Col. Jason 
Avram, USAF, chapter vice president, 
ROTC Affairs, offered congratulations to 
all and thanked Adm. Corey for his inspir-
ing remarks as well as the planning com-
mittee for all their hard work in arranging 
and executing the ceremony. Lt. Backus 
concluded by congratulating the recipients 
and thanking attendees.
Chapter Speaker Series Discusses 
Modernizing the AF Nuclear Arsenal

LinQuest and Odyssey sponsored the 
chapter’s New Horizons Speaker series in 
April, featuring Brig. Gen. Anthony W. 
Genatempo, USAF, commander, Air Force 
Nuclear Weapons Center (AFNWC) and 
program executive officer for Strategic Sys-
tems. Gen. Genatempo directs the acqui-
sition and sustainment of the Air Force 
nuclear arsenal of intercontinental bal-
listic missiles and bombers (two legs of 
the U.S. strategic triad), including nuclear 
command, control and communications 
(NC3) programs. He is also responsible for 
Air Force nuclear materiel management 
that supports the Air Force Global Strike 
Command and AFSTRAT-Air. He deliv-
ered an informative discussion addressing 
the increasing nuclear threat from Rus-
sia and China (and rogue nations). He 
also discussed the national imperative 
to modernize the U.S. nuclear arsenal to 
keep pace with adversaries to deter and 
protect against these threats. Finally, he 
provided a detailed discussion about the 
AFNWC mission and responded to ques-
tions about NC3 integration and modern-
ization activities.

Northern Virginia
Small Business Event Addresses 
Opportunities with DISA

The chapter was proud to host Carlen 
Capenos, director, Office of Small Busi-
ness Programs, Defense Information Sys-
tems Agency (DISA), as the guest keynote 
speaker for its May small business virtual 
breakfast event. Throughout the hour-long 
event, Capenos provided suggestions and 
advice on working with DISA and how 
small businesses can best identify business 
opportunities.

The Office of Small Business Programs 
(OSBP) serves as the principal advocate 
for small businesses and the primary advi-
sor to DISA for the small business pro-
gram. With a staff of five (the largest in 
DISA history), they seek to educate small 
businesses and to advocate for maximum 

LEXINGTON-CONCORD—Brig. Gen. 
Anthony Genatempo, USAF, commander, 
Air Force Nuclear Weapons Center and Air 
Force Program Executive Officer for Strate-
gic Systems, is the featured distinguished 
guest speaker at the chapter’s April New 
Horizons Speaker Series virtual event.

LEXINGTON-CONCORD—In April, Cadet 
Noah Jones, USAF, Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, is the recipient of the 
General Bernard Schriever Award given to 
the most outstanding cadet/midshipman 
among all scholarship awardees this year.

LEXINGTON-
CONCORD—
Rear Adm. 
Brian Corey, 
USN, addresses 
ROTC scholar-
ship winners at 
the April event.

LEXINGTON-CONCORD—Col. Jason 
Avram, USAF, chapter vice president, ROTC 
Affairs, offers closing remarks at this year’s 
April scholarship awards ceremony.

NORTHERN 
VIRGINIA— 
In May, Carlen 
Capenos, director, 
Office of Small 
Business Pro-
grams, Defense 
Information 
Systems Agency 
(DISA), discusses 
opportunities for 
small businesses 
to work with DISA.
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small business opportunities to support 
DISA in serving and protecting the warf-
ighter in cyberspace. As of fiscal year 2020, 
the OSBP has set five new records for the 
allocation of dollars to small businesses, 
awarding more than $1.74 billion in prime 
contracts.

Capenos stressed the importance of 
small businesses doing organizational 
research prior to meetings with DISA. She 
recommended several resources to help 
small businesses start doing their research, 
beginning with visiting DISA’s website, 
specifically the OSBP page. She also sug-
gested reaching out to the OSBP to request 
an invitation to DISA 101 Small Busi-
ness Orientation, a two-hour event held 
monthly.

Capenos ended her discussion by present-
ing what to expect at meetings and how to 
differentiate as a company in those meet-
ings. As the director, Capenos ensures that 
small businesses are provided with maxi-
mum opportunities to participate at both the 
prime and subcontract levels. She is Level 
III certified in contracting and has served in 
numerous roles within the organization. She 
is a graduate of the North Atlantic Division’s 
Executive Leadership Program and a fellow 
in the Excellence in Government Leader-
ship Development Program sponsored by 
the Partnership for Public Service. Capenos 
also completed the USACE Pilot Program 
for Contracting Personnel and earned a 
Construction Management Certificate from 
Auburn University.

The event concluded with a question-
and-answer session moderated by Alison 
Gonzalez, the chapter’s Small Business 
Committee chairperson.

Rome
Chapter Hosts Webinar on 
AI Applications for Military

In March, the chapter organized a 
webinar titled “Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
Applied in the Military Field: Perspectives 
and Possible Use Cases,” with the support 
of Esri Italia that provided the facilities for 
the streaming transmission.

The event provided an overview of AI 
with a special focus on its applications in 
the defense sector. Lt. Gen. Antonio Tang-
orra, ITAF (Ret.), chapter president, intro-
duced the webinar underlining the difficult 
situation created by COVID, which has 
made it impossible to organize in-person 
events. He stated his strong intention to 
resume meeting in person as soon as pos-
sible. Marco Braccioli, the moderator of 
the webinar, emphasized the increasing 
interest in new technology and its many 
applications in defense, developed at insti-
tutional and industrial levels.

The first speech, titled “Artificial Intel-
ligences,” was given by Domenico Natale, 
UNINFO, who provided an overview of 
the existing application in many sectors, 
defining its concepts, terms and theoretical 
principles.

Alessandro Capucci, ASC 27, presented 
“Cognitive AI. Emulation, Recognition and 
Empathy: Threats and Opportunities for 
Defenders and Attackers,” in which he gave 
examples of how AI can replace humans and 
show a different reality.

Exhibit & Sponsorship Opportunities Available

RESERVE SPACE NOW!
Contact: Laurie Powell, (703) 740-1940  

LPowell@eventPower.com

DATESCHANGED

Enabling Mission Command
  with Emerging Technology
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September 16-17, 2021 | Red Springs, NC

Stefano Bellucci, RAIT 88, discussed “AI 
in Autonomous Learning and Integration 
with C2 Systems,” a concept that will guar-
antee new functions and cost reduction, 
thanks to the applications of AI algorithms 
to integrate data from different sources.

Alessandro Marchini, Eurelettronica 
ICAS, followed with his speech “Mobile 
GRF Runway Inspector.” This presentation 
outlined a solution developed by Vaisala 
Mobile GRF/Talpa Reporter, which can 
detail the conditions of airport runways 
compliant with International Civil Aviation 
Organization standards.

Col. Giacomo Ghiglierio, ITAF, Italian 
Air Force Logistic Command, spoke on 
“Digital Innovation Hangar - The Italian Air 
Force Approach to Innovative Technologies” 
and presented the Italian Air Force’s point of 
view on the development of new skills.

Antonio Cerqua, AlmavivA, illustrated 
a case study in “AI Applied to Predictive 
Maintenance in Transportation and Mobility 
for Turbofan Airplane Engines.”

The last speech, “Deep Learning and Big 
Data Analytics in Geospatial Applications: 
the Esri Italia Experience,” was given by 
Giorgio Forti, Esri Italia. Forti focused on 
the concept of managing geospatial data 
with applications related to geolocated 
events and data science.

Gen. Tangorra closed the webinar thank-
ing all panelists and the numerous partici-
pants and mentioned the possibility of orga-
nizing new events on this theme since so 
many showed interest.

Chapter Hosts Simulation Scenarios 
for Radio Communications Webinar

In March, the chapter organized a webi-
nar titled “Simulation Scenarios for Radio 
Communications in the Military Operat-
ing Environment,” with the collaboration of 
Crisel s.r.l.

The webinar’s main objective was to pro-
vide useful information to evaluate possible 
critical scenarios in radio communications 
and plan efficient simulations for testing 
transmission robustness in different tactical 
and operations contexts.

Gen. Antonio Tangorra, ITAF (Ret.), 
chapter president, introduced the webinar, 
highlighting innovative technologies in 
which continuous information exchange 
could be established to spread scientific and 
technological knowledge.

Francesco Paolo Pacillo, sales manager 
and co-founder of Crisel s.r.l., gave the first 
speech. Since 1993, Crisel has been active 
in the defense, aerospace, industry and 
research and development of many skills 
thanks to a wide spectrum of scientific col-
laboration with relevant institutions.

Spirent Communications presented its 
activities as a leader in test solutions, new 
generation networks, constellation simula-
tion systems, Galileo, GPS , interference and 
spoofing. With roughly 1,500 employees, 
Spirent Communication has annual rev-
enues of $500 million and maintains impor-
tant investments in research and develop-
ment (about 20 percent).
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Jukka-Pekka Nuutinen, senior solu-
tions architect, Spirent, explained why 
tests carried out with the Vertex system 
by Spirent could reproduce operational 
scenarios and provide more evaluation 
criteria than on-site tests. In addition, he 
presented the benefits from automated 
test platforms, together with test types on 
MESH, satellite and private radios, high-
lighting the crucial aspects in defining 
test procedures.

Frederic Touma, business development 
manager, Spirent EMEA Wireless, illus-
trated a series of concrete applications of 
the Vertex system in different scenarios: 
terrestrial, drone, satellites and aircraft. All 
these cases have been tested in labs before 
passing on-site tests, demonstrating Spi-
rent’s level of achievement in this sector.

Nuutinen concluded this section with 
an overview of the applications, limits 
and benefits of using a technology based 
on a more systematic and automated 
approach.

Col. Tangorra closed the webinar, 
thanking all participants, Crisel and Spi-
rent, the chapter and AFCEA International 
members, respectively, and he spoke about 
looking forward to in-person events after 
COVID-19.

Silicon Valley
Guest Speaker Discusses 5G: 
What is Real and What is Hype?

5G promises blazing-fast data speeds, 
reduced latency and greater density for 
smart devices. But can 5G really live up 
to the hype? At the chapter’s March event, 
Walt Maclay, president, Voler Systems, 
answered this question and discussed 
details that are often skipped amid user 
excitement over 5G.

A Smarter Tomorrow: How AI 
is Transforming Business

Greg McGregor, CEO, Bright Apps, is 
leading a team of expert engineers into the 
future of quantum entropy security systems 
with the development of the QCloud. He 
is at the forefront of the open blockchain, 
artificial intelligence, wireless and big data 
technology. He is also a strategist with the 
innate ability to visualize and develop next-
generation technologies. His expertise has 
positioned him to develop a sustainable and 
secure digital foundation for blockchain.

Turkiye
Webinar Emphasizes Facets 
of the Defense Industry

May’s webinar focused on the determi-
nation of requirements and the prioriti-
zation procedures in the Turkish Armed 
Forces. The participants also examined 
the effects of long-term procurement pro-
grams, supply procedures and the urgent 
needs for development of the defense 
industry. Presenters emphasized the role of 
alliances in the requirement determination 
and development of defense systems and 
the importance of interaction with defense 
industry companies during the require-
ment assessment phase. Many stakeholders 
and doyens of the sector as well as young 
university students participated in this 
lengthy and informative webinar.
Webinar on the Future of 
Electronic Cooling Is a Success

In May, the chapter organized a webi-
nar on “The Future of Electronic Cooling: 
Nano-Scale Passive Heat Dissipaters.”

During the webinar, Yigit Akkus, associ-
ate professor of mechanical engineering, 

ASELSAN AS, presented the latest devel-
opments in manufacturing techniques, the 
production of capillary channels in nano 
and ångström scales and the production 
of nanoscale heat dissipaters. Akkus also 
discussed the importance of molecular/
atomic-level simulation studies developed 
to investigate the advantages of using 
nanoscale passive heat dissipaters in elec-
tronic cooling, especially for chip-level 
cooling.

Chapter members listened with pleasure 
to this technology conversation, which 
many industry stakeholders and doyens 
attended as well as university students. The 
chapter thanked Akkus for his presenta-
tion and ASELSAN AS management for 
its support.

Washington DC
Chapter Gives $235K in 
STEM Scholarship Awards

In May, the chapter announced the 2021 
awardees of its annual STEM Scholarship 
Program with a record-breaking $235,000 
in STEM scholarships across 25 awardees. 
The grants were based on achievements in 
academics, school and community leader-
ship, as well as financial need and letters of 
recommendation.

Jo Decker, chapter president, remarked, 
“This is the largest amount AFCEA DC 
has ever granted in scholarships. It is an 
honor to be able to give back to our com-
munity after such a difficult year. We want 
to be able to give these inspirational young 
adults the ability to further their education 
and empower them to become the leaders 
of tomorrow within the science, technol-
ogy, engineering and mathematics fields.”

Scholarships will be used toward the 
students’ college tuition as they pursue 

TURKIYE—Lt. Gen. Nazim Altintas, Turkish 
Army (Ret.), addresses participants during the 
May webinar.

TURKIYE—During May’s 
chapter event, participants 
discuss the defense industry.

TURKIYE—Yigit Akkus, 
associate professor of 
mechanical engineering, 
ASELSAN AS, addresses 
participants during 
the May webinar.

TURKIYE—Capt. Kamil Zafer Selcuk, TUN 
(Ret.), chapter president, presents the guest 
speaker at the opening of the May webinar.
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studies within the STEM fields.
The following 2021 graduates from local 

high schools received scholarships:
Vera Aburo, Silver Spring, Maryland; Yas-

sin Alallaq, Arlington, Virginia; Maryam 
Amosu, Fort Belvoir, Virginia; Nneoma 
Anaemeribe, Laurel, Maryland; Darik Ande-
bo, Silver Spring, Maryland; Yiyang Chen, 
Sterling, Virginia; Kennedi Curtis, Wash-
ington, D.C.; Arsema Demeke, Washing-
ton, D.C.; Tarise Dickens, Washington, D.C.; 

Samantha Dillard, Myersville, Maryland; 
Mahmoud Elbaddaly, Chantilly, Virginia; 
Oseghale Esene, Upper Marlboro, Mary-
land; Breana Fay, Ashburn, Virginia; Anders 
Gyllenhoff, McLean, Virginia; Gloria John-
son, Stafford, Virginia; Elise Danielle Man-
glicmot, Gaithersburg, Maryland; Tolulope 
Oluyadi, Bowie, Maryland; Xavier Phillips, 
Washington, D.C.; Mahia Rahman, Arling-
ton, Virginia; Clarence Ramirez, Manas-
sas, Virginia; Sabaina Scott, Langley Park, 

Maryland; Bessie Turcios Lovato, Washing-
ton, D.C.; Joey Vieyra, Leesburg, Virginia; 
Nia White, Fort Washington, Maryland; and 
Alicia Williamson, Suitland, Maryland.

These recipients have shown excellence 
in academics and character. The chapter 
anticipates that these scholarships will help 
alleviate some of the financial burden for 
each of these young graduates, who will 
hopefully go on to contribute to future 
innovation.
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Bluescape Special Interest Editorial 42 www.bluescape.com

CompTIA 29  https://tinyurl.com/zbn38meh
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Security Engineered Machinery 15 www.semshred.com
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Connect with AFCEA on Social Media
AFCEA is dedicated to encouraging conversations and providing 
valuable information where it’s most convenient for you. 
Connect and engage with us on your favorite social platform. 

JOIN our LinkedIn Group to discuss best practices, 
ask questions, share concerns and highlight news.
LIKE us on Facebook to access important AFCEA updates. 
FOLLOW us on Twitter for real-time news that fits your busy schedule.

Find links to these pages and more under “Connect with Us” at www.afcea.org
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What do the recent ransomware attacks bode for the 
United States? Is the wave of the future here, now? 
The wave of the ransomware events is just at the beginning stages of accelerating. 
The fact that the companies are paying the ransom, and the fact that the ransom 
syndicates are targeting key critical infrastructures, are the confluence that should 
concern our government and our business leaders for both our national security 
and our economic security. The Colonial Pipeline event knocked 45 percent of the 
country’s fuel offline, the JBS event knocked 25 percent of the nation’s beef supply 
offline, the transportation authority in Massachusetts knocked ferry service for 
Martha’s Vineyard offline, and we’re going to see many more of these types of 
attacks again because our businesses and critical infrastructure services are 
paying the ransom—and there’s no deterrent for conducting the activity.

What is the key to building a coherent 
government-industry partnership for cybersecurity?
The key in that partnership—which is a contract—is we have to be very clear 
and define what problem we are trying to solve. It can’t just be a blanket 
discussion of information sharing or threat intelligence or industry needing to 
increase its defenses and/or network hygiene. We need to be very clear about 
what problems we’re trying to solve and then design the action plan where both 
parties are held responsible and accountable for the activities that they are going 
to undertake. We also need key performance indicators or metrics around 
whatever that is. I always define this as the what, the so what and the now what.

Where will we see the 
greatest changes wrought by 
the pandemic in cyberspace? 
We’re already seeing them—the rapid 
digitization and dependence on the 
telecommunications infrastructure and 
these digital assets. Overall, there has 
just been a broad-based transformation 
of industry: work from home, learn 
from home, deliver product to home 
and a broader-based dependency. You’re 
also starting to see the fragility of the 
infrastructures, services and companies 
because of their lack of investment over 
at least the past decade. They’re being 
taken advantage of and knocked offline 
when they need to be online by malicious 
actors. We are at an inflection point 
where most every American has been 
impacted now by our cyber insecurity. It’s 
a question of whether or not we’re going 
to really increase our resilience, address 
the safety issues and invest so that our 
digital transformation can continue and 
we can all benefit from it.

What do you think is the 
next great information 
technology trend? 
It’s probably going to be the 
mainstreaming of artificial intelligence/
machine learning algorithms in the core 
of our businesses and the platforms that 
we use. With that, we have to understand: 
are the algorithms sound behind 
the decisions; were they developed 
without bias with good and broad and 
diverse data sets; are we allowing these 
algorithms to make decisions for us 
and/or increase our bias or proclivity to 
things? I think that is the biggest trend 
that we’re going to see right now.

On Point

Q&A
with Melissa Hathaway
President of Hathaway Global Strategies, 

and former cyber advisor to 
President George W. Bush and 

President Barack H. Obama

What should the United States do to ensure future primacy in global telecommunications? 
Industry and government need to first define that we want to be leading the standards in the next generation of 
technology, 6G, and then have commensurate investment by all parties in research and development. This includes 
industry and standards bodies driving the discussion, the innovation and the anticipation of what might the spectrum 
need be for the 6th generation. In the interim, the United States needs to adopt a broader broadband policy. We should 
be continuing to fund or support telecommunications from space. Whether that’s Starlink, Kuiper, OneWeb or Telesat, 
we could deliver better broadband to underserved and rural communities at probably a better price point than terrestrial 
broadband. That should be part of the strategy, and that will also require government and industry to recognize that we 
need to have a complementary terrestrial and space strategy for telecommunications.

To share or comment on this article go to http://url.afcea.org/July21
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